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Holland City News
VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

5.

Vf EENG8, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drugs, Medivl (clues. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-

TtaUiuul

Dealer In Drugs, Mediclnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. VamDkn BEiio'sKamllyMedicines; EighthSt.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOKND’S BLOCK.

<&

iness.

Butter,
.................
Clover seed, V tb ..................
Fggs, V dor.cn .....................

vv

in

y

lb

8 00

ton

Osairal Ssalin.

Advance.

To where some broken Idol lies
Amlcktbe shadows of the past.

50

O,, General Dealers, In Dry Wheat, white V bushel ............ ft lie
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
......... ....
1 18
Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Lancaster Red, fl bushel.... ft 121

red “

V

Some belter way we might have trod,
Some purer biles we might have gained;
The truth comes late unto the heart
And fills It with an untold patn.

@

.......... ft

JOB PRINTING Pnmptu aii Neatly Eiecotel

Corn, shelled $1 bushel
no
Hotsli.
Oats, fl bushel...,..........
50
Buckwheat, bnshel .............
80
HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers * Sons, Pro- Bran. 4 100 lbs ....................ft 1 00
prletors.The only first-classHotel In the Feed, W ton ......................
ft 26 00
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for city. Is located In the business ceutcr of the town,
v 100 lb .....................
ft 1 40
flri«t insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms Barley, 100 lb ...........
ft 1 75
nsertion for any period under three monthe.
in the Bute. Free bus in connectionwith the Ho- Middling. «M00 t> .............. ft l 40
tel. Holland,
10-ly
Floor,
ybrl...
...................
6 2.5
| 3 X. I 6 M. I 1 T.
Pearl Barley, fMOO t) ...............tffc 1 75
1 Square ................ 350
5 00 1 8 00 UUCENLX HOTEL. E. P. Montiethproprietor.
biifh ...........
80
.................. 5 00
8 00 | 10 00
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. K. R. de- Corn Meal |M0O lbs ..............ft 135
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00 pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and
Flue Corn Meal B HX) lbs ......... ft 1 60
>4 Column ................. 10 00 17 00 I 25 00
Its tabic is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo17
00
25
00
1
40
00
.................
dation of guests. On Ninth sir., Holland, Mich.
................. 25 00 40 00 | 65 00

45@
ft

pITY
\J

We

Back

ft

Rye

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
Mnes, f 2.00 per annum,

COTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

O

Fish

convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.(IU per day. Goyd accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland,
{8-ly

Micb.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

I) GONE
JD

chisi’s Uterine

H„ Livery and Hale Buble.

our posession indisputable evidence of

Office

A

TUTQ

inio riirrjap.

&

NEW

try

Hold.

It is not

corne:
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sau
sitges constantly on hand.

X>

Chicago Si West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.
From Holland

From Chicago

Chicago.

to

to Holland.

Nl’t MixMail.
Exp. ed.

p.m.

m.

a.

a.

m.

p.m.

a.

m.

s.

m.

tl(M0 9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15
10 40 10 10 12 06 East Saugatuck 3 05 7 35 5 00
10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond.
12 00 12 15

l

2 55 7 20 4 45

..

55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55

12 25 12 50 1 10

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 8 85

30 2 45

T..

St.

Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

3 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 00 11 55
7 30

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00

p.m. p. m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

9 10
a.

^8

5 20

From Grd. Rapids
m.

a.

a.

5 85 8 40 3 85 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55
5 57 9 20 3 52

..

Hudson vllle... 11 15 7 40 • 25

6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandville...11 00 7 10 9 06
6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45

m.

s.

a.

m. p.m.

ft.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

On Sunday morning
Holland

:30

2

the Night Express leaves
and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From

From Muskegon
ego
kL
to Hollam
p. m. a. m. p. m.
45 ....Holland. ... 3 25 10 45 t» 40

XT

__

MUU:

of Ptugger
(Steam
Mills.) near foot of Sth street.

Proprietor!
Saw and Floui

Wooden, anc
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor

Tv

P. U. Manufacturerof

streets.

loth and Rivet

OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at shorl
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland.

O

Michigan.

•

p-iy

I)EST, R.

B., Physician and Surgeon, can b
found in his office, on River street, next doo
to D. R. Meengs.drug store, on Tuesdays, Thurs
days, and Saturdays, and the balance of the weel
he will treat the Eve and Ear at No. 132 Monro
st., Grand Rapids,
tt-iy

X>

Mich.

REMERS, II.

, Physician and Surgeon. Resl
dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar
ket street. Office one door west of Van Raalle’
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. t<
12 m., and from 0 p. m. to8 p.
50-ly

Ex

OCHOUTKN,

3 25 11

•

_

m.

J., Physician and Accoucher
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug store, Eightl
40 ly.

0

F.

street.

20 ....Bushklll ....

12

25

..

XX

_

P. the leading Photographer,
Ga
lery opposite this office.
B.

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, an
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Markt

1>

X>

p.

m.

to

p.m.

a.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
s.

m.

m.

a.m. p. m.

3 25

11 45 • 5 45

p.

•10 45

From Allegan to
Holland.

„

Visiting brothers arecordlallylnvlted.
A- Scuoutem, N. G.
M. Harrington, R. b.

„

Bronchial Complaint or even in the

first father

stage of Consumption will be relieved and

cured by

Eilert’a Exiract of

merits— give

it

Tar and Wild

an immediate trial, you will

he surprised at the result.

Children have

when

health and Mothers rest
is

being in constantly exposing himself to the

quarter. This tiny enemy's fire without

of Guinea gold and antique

of his country.

for so

the slightestnecessity

doing. “Do you

suppose,” was tbe

any pleaaure to

is

said to be

My

If I

go

Into

reasons for

superiors envy me on account of

It.

my

success, and would gladly take an opportunity of getting rid of

me. The

therefore,of keeping my place

my

only way,
ia

to

make

troops so enthusiasticallyattached to

The

used in shaving, is as large as

handglass, Savannah, Ga., says: “Myself and family
an ordinary have always, since living in this locally,

plate, and was presented to

as well as fine Cigars, the largest variety

4 40

10 30

3 80

and assortment
call

your

In the

city.

4-3w.

attention to th

Army and Nay
you are troubled wit

advertisementof the

Liniment/ If
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheria c
Croup, call on II. Walsh, and get a bo
tie. It is a aure cure. Bee advertiiemeni

the old

a little present

for a

And

it

themselves.

We

are told that there

into his are but three ways of living— by working,
by begging, and by stealing.Those who
small house the old man was seated on an
and Smoking Tobaccos, Snuff, Meer- old chest. Noticing the chest had been do not work do one of the other two. We
schaum and all kinds of Pipes and Fittings, somewhat abused, I offered to paint it the at Carlisleschool do not propose either to

4 15

H. C. Matrau, W. M.

acquainted with Harry Herbert when so good for tbe health as work. God
knew wbat was good for men when He
quite a boy, and was very fond of visiting

A Patriarch
Writes: “With
a

When 1 went

to Pessink for your choice Chewing

10 53

wish to

I

that since been sick.”

At a reception given in Philadelphia on
Uncle Harry Herbert, one of the chief
Thursday
evening to several hundred
house servants at Mount Vernon, and by
students from the Indian school, at Carlisle,
him were given to Mr. Nolan. Harry
Pa., “Dan” Tucker, an Arrapahoe, made
Herbert, long since dead, is well remem-

Christmas gift.

Go

4 55

We

hymns. Mr. Nolan informed us

Harry and gave him

it.

11 07

t Runs daily, all other trains daily except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

silver

to the Genera],” says tbe corres-

man and listeningto bis talks and told us to work wilh our bands. Tbe
vents disease, purifies the blood, Improves anecdotes of Washington and his time. devil tempts everybody, bat the idle, lazy
the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat, “On one occasion, about Christmas time,” man who wilj not work tempts the devil.
and keeps the animal in good condition. said Mr. Nolan, “I called to see Uncle He give plenty of -work to all who do not
pre

4 15 ........ Dunning ........

5 10

• Mixed trains.

of

these relics were in (he possession of old

Dr. Wlnchell’s Teething Syrup

Ail druggists sell

F. Si A. X.
REouLARCommonicationof Uxitt Lodoi

A

m. p.m.

fruit

”1 once

colored house servant at Mount Vernon, me that they will follow me anywhere,
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bono Liniment by Gen. Washington as a Christmas gift. and make me indispensable; and in order
to do this I must behave wilh that reckis for man and beast and ia a balm for The hand-bell was used as the call-bell for
every wound. Sold by all druggists. the •horse or carriage,and is remarkable less bravery which always endears a comfor its clearness of tone. The old specs mander to bis men.”
40-tf.
belonged to old Harry Herbert’s father
Any person wilh a Cough, Cold, or any the colored individualwho nursed the
Mr Palmer F. Dale, living near

1

a.

is

is of small size,

one used by Washington in bis walks and
Shilohs Catarrh Eemedy.
A marvelous cure for Catarrh. Diphtheria, Can- rambles over the garden and estate at
ker month, and Head Ache. With each bottle
there Is an ingeniousnasal Injector for the more Mount Vernon. The old silver dollar was
successful treatment o! these complaintswithout
given to Uncle Hurry Herbert, the old
extra charge. Price 50 ct». Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder

r

p.m.

time-keeper

Mount Vernon

running order. The cane

8

p. in.

impulse, bat of calm reflection.

me?

4 00

12 45

ary personal courage waa not the

prefer to suffer and be made miserable by Indi- workmanship. It bears no maker's name, answer, ‘that it givea me
gestion, Constipation,
DlEzIness, Loss of Appe- but must be the handicraft of some skilled let tbe Turks ahoot at
tite. Coming up of the Food, Yellow Skin, when
for 75 cts., we will sell them Shiloh’s Vitallzcr, Swiss or English artisan. It is in good danger I have got good
guaranteedto cure them. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

11 15

00

pondent, entirely false. His extraordin-

to

11 85

49 ........ Fillmore ....... 11 20

The watch

no larger than a

Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.

m. p.m.

Allegin.

From Holland

estate.

Question.
Why do so many people we see aronnd us, seem

i. o. of o. r.

7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00

•m. p.m.

enthusiasm,is, according to this corres-

the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhoea bered by some of our old citizens for his the following neat and suggestive speech:
arising from teething or other causes. honesty and integrity. Mr, Nolan became “Study is very good, but there is nothing

jMrictiw.

9 45

12 50 ...Fcrrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35

2< )

streams that runs through

Annrer this

Witehii tad Jsvslry.

6 35 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10
8 40
6 50 4

—Mining Record.
Several interestingrelics of Washington

Uncle Harry been troubled with malarial disorders.
ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon Cherry. It fis especiallyprepared for
Hearing that Brown’s Iron Bitten were
Herbert
by
Washington.
ivX office at GraafrcbapVillage,Allegan county
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 A. x. 20-ly.
Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who
The books are ancient and moth-eaten, a sure preventive,we have all uaed It
have tried it now live to testify of its one containing a number of revolutionary sparingly, and aa a result none of ui have
PhttcgTBpiir.

..

.Johnsvillc....

Bellci of Washington,

for all diseases,

used. It produces natural sleep, regulates
12

than baa been ex-

\ I

Muskegon,
a. m. p. ra |s. m.

6 00 .... 12 15 ...West Olive... 3 05 10 05

and explored

plored up to this time, three acres to one.

Meengs.

TTIGGINS,

Holland to

be open

—

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

IJ

m.

15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 •9 10 tioiii

mines than old

ones, and more iion territoryremainingto

pondent, “that be acted very imprudently

Holland.

to

than

remarked

On

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

more new

in sight

medicine can stand. If yon have a Cough we found upon the hanks of one of the small

PkjiieUai.

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a.m. p. m.
\

of wildernesa,

earnestly ask yon to try it. Price 10 cts, 50cts. and
tl. If your Lungs are sore. Chest, or Back Utme,
use Shiloh’sPorous Plaster.Sold by D. R.

Manufacturer of andDealerit

m. p.m.

Saturday night the Night express north runa
ear ler, ieaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2;2J Sunday morning.

ever before,

So, Father, lead us to the last.
-

a strip

Agricultural Implements; commission agen
for Mowing Machines - cor. 10th A River street.

LTEaLD, R.K.,

Hourr Publics.
8

nearly $180,000,000.Last year the copper

product was in value about $10,000,000,

;

its

Cough Medicinewe

XtnuffteiorlM,Kllli. Shopi, Xte.

\I7ILMS,
.....

1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 8 15 2 10

205

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt
and Smoked Meats and VegcUbles;pape
and twine; Sth street.

V

XX

a firm,

steady hand (not

tremblingone), though my age

eighty, I give

my

is nearly

testimony to the value

got. The old man thanked steal or to beg for a living. When we go
me, and remarked be wanted the inside back to our homes, we intend to go back
with good trades, strong arms, and willing
painted blue and the outside green. Achearts.
We will go back to lay the
cording to promise, I went down .with my
foundations of a new life for our people.
paint. He took bis clothes,etc., ont
first

chance

I

of the chest, and I took it outside. After

We

work wilh good courage now, because

to do a great good work
dusting it off I turned it over to
of Burdock Blood Bitters; for twenty
dust, when to my surprise out fell a false
years I suffered torturesindescribable
bottom and the little gold watch. It waa
Mr. R. Van Kampen hag got all th through dyspepsia,Indigestion and conA young friend of mine, says Labouchere
Attonufi.
wrapped in aomethinglike gauze, but
necessary tools to move, raise or lowe stipation.I tried hundreds of remedies,
in the London 7rut/i, waa dining with bis
when the air atruck it the gauze diinpTTOWARD,M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
buildings at short notice. He is also pn
but all was money thrown sway until I
father a few nights ago. "George,” said
Notary Public; River street.
poared like anuff. Uncle Harry waa
pared to build new dwellings, or repai tried your bitters. I give Burdock Blood
tbe food parent, when they next met,
KI'OBRiDK, & CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
astonished. He had owned the cheat over
Ifl Lopplg’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. old ones, or do any kind of carpenter an Bitters the credit for making me strong
“you tooji my overcoat instead of your
forty years, and bad been totally ignorant
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties joiner’s work.
and
hearty.
Price
$1.00.
own, and I regret to say I found' the
will be promptly attended
9-ly
of the existence of the false bottom and
- pockets of yonr coat foil of cigarettesand
PARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelorat Law, The Army and Navy Liniment take
Db. Towns’ Catarrh Remedy’for sale by the walch. He, however, recollected that
matches.” “I discovered my mistake,
corner of River and Eighth streets.
there waa a great fuaa about a watch that
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone DIRK R. MEENGS, Hoilsod, Micb.
father,” replied the ion, “directly I got
Couliiiu MsrekBt.
had been stolen from the Washington
splint or curb; and arrest their growtl
outside,
for I found tbe pocketa ot the
A Short Boftd to Health.
family at Mount Vernon, years ago, so
pEAOH W. H. Commission Merchant, and Cures colic, scratches and other deseasei
coat
!
on containedchocolate creams
dealer in Grain, Floor and Produce. HighTo all who are suffering from boils, that there can be no doubt about its being
eat market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Particulars call at

itwfaw

a

and iron ores. Of this immense
have furnished

and there is to-day more iron

This Is beyond question the most sadtessful
dollar (1707), a hand-bell of ordinary size,
have ever sold, a few doses
invariably cure the worst cases of Cough, Croup, a pair o? venerable spectacles, a handand Bronohitla, while It's wonderful success in the
cureof Consnmptlon is without* parallelIn the mirror of great magnifying power, several
history of medicine. Since It's first discoveryIt old books, and a curious-lookingstone
has b^en sold on a guarantee, a Utt which no other

yAN DEU UAAR,

Mix- Nt’l
ed. Exp.

Mail.

TOWNS.

on the south, In large part, by Lakes
Michigan and Huron, and known as the
upper peninsula,in little more than a
quarter ot a century, lias contributedto

Bedford.

TT'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats am
XV. vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.

1882.

15,

extent on the north by Lake Superior, and

were shown the writer some days since.
Some interesting remarks concerning
3d. U is recommendedand used They are the property of Mr. Charles W. Gen. Skobeleff are contributed to the
in practice by many physicians, one of Nolan, of Alexandria, Va. , and the manner CologneOautte by one of its correspondents,
whom at least is well known to the people in which he came in possession of them is who had good opportunities ot observing
rather curious. The collectionconsists of him during the Russo-Turkish war. Tbe
of New
47— ly.
a small gold watch, a walking-cane of popular notion that Gen. Skobeleffit a
Shiloh's Consumption Cure.
hard, polished wood, a sliver Spanish dashing cavalry officer, fall of warlike

)UTKAU, Wx. New Meat Market, near

1

comparative small, narrow part of

females;

Xiat Xarksti.

ftoiute.

A

the product will be greater. A pretty

regular physician; 2d.

recommended

'

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

ll

pit

a

•

the State of Michigan,skirted its whole

good showing for

nostrums in the following respects; 1st.
prepared by

-

for 1882, both for copper and iron, is that

might have been,” we oftlmessay,
As our dim eyea are blackenedcast
Yet O, we know not what Is best,

recommend the afflicted to
it. This remedy ditters from quack

It is

-

total of $28,000,000,while tbe promise

“ It

in

worth, and we

audbarn on Marketslreet.Everythingfirstbefore the Subscriber’s name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX slg- class.
nlflcs that no paper will be continued alter date.
T T AVERKATK. G. J., Livery and Boarding
P
may be found on dleatQeo. XJ. stable. Fine rigs and good horses can alHowell
Co’s News- ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Hcott’s
83-tf
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for It In
VTIBBELINK,
J.
H.,
Livery
and
Hale
Stable;
YORK.
Ninth street, near Market.

An X

altention of Indies to the

Catholicon.” We hove

—

product, tbe iron mines

advertisementin this paper of “Dr. Mar-

Llrirvand Cals ablti.

-

Michigan Metals.

iron,

long gone,

There was a time— bat need I care
To resurrectthe dead hopes more
Since it has proved s mirage fonnt
That lay my thirstingsonl before?

sirs.,

WKcall the

summer days

WWunyfon Repub-

and the iron about $18,000,006, making a

^dditiemtl ^ofal.

Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
J.

sweet

beyond question,

as Ihelr authenticity is

\

collection

nearly $300,000,000 in ingot copper, pig

This thought doth bear my spirit sad
To where I stood, and looked beyond
With a blight dream that made me glad.

x1 •/
“

O

to

be not only interestingbut valuable,

the realized mineral wealth of the country

seek for flowers,alas! how oft

To come upon the thorns Instead I

®

X

choose not always what ia best,

Decoltful hopes, where hsve they led?

“

Mich.

2
3 ”
“

We

of bygone times this

would

lican.

Perchancesome love, whore secret grave
Onr memory keepeth sadly green,
With the sweet thought of what It was
Before s shadow came between.

9<i

relies

especiallythe watch.—

Grain, Feed, Etc.

yAN PUTTEN

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

BANGS.

A* our dim eyes are blackenedcast

25
4 50
12
18
10 00
1 00

\,f EYEK, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur|l bushels
Ivl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Onions,
Potatoes, |) bnshel ................
ft 1
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Timothy Seed, V bushel .......... ft 2

Term* of Subscription:

Per Year

Honey,
Hav,

Editor and PuNlther.

B.

525.

watch, but the other relics which form the

“ It mlj;ht have been.” we lometlmei ray,

ft
ft
ft
...................... ft
.....................
3
................ ft

tMb

furolturs.

•WILLIAM H. ROGERS.

BY ALICE

NO.

collection. To antiquarians and lovers of

Produce, Etc.
Apples,f) bushel .................
$ 75
l 00
Beans, V bushel .............2 00<& 2 25

Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining
to the bus-

WHOLE

1882.

BETBOSPECTION.

\yALSH HEBKK, Druggist A

I

00

ilarltft*.

yAN PUTTEN, Wx.,

V

11,

for the HollandCity Nem\

Our

Snmsrles. River street.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

empty the we are preparing
then.”

H

to.

-

1

W

D

itore cor. Eighth k Fish streets,Holltnd, Mich. 17

H.

clan’s prssciiptionrcsrefolly
put up: Eighthst.

4-3w.

WALSH,

Druggist.

and three pair of

ladies’ gloves.”

ulcers, scrofula, carbuncles, or other

a

$1.00.

presented him not only tbe valuablelittle effect a cure, if cure be possible.

genuine Wublngton relic.” Fur years
obstinate diseases of the blood and skin, a Mr. Nolan waa the sole contributor to the
Drift Bad KsdlclBii.
No scrofula can be so deep seated, no
Fine Jellies by the weight and also our course of Burdock Blood Bitters will be old servant’s support, and in appreciation
sore
so stubborn, bnt that Ayer's SarsaT'VOKSBURO, J. O., Dealerln Drngssnd MedlXJ cines, Paints and Oils. Brashes.Ac. Phy- own made Miuce Meat, always on hand, at found to be a ihort road to htaJHi. Price of his kindness and charity, tbe old man parilla will be found helpful. It will

CITY BAKERY.

elected. It was resolved that the Congressional Committee to be appointed consist of
one member from each State and Territory
having a Democratic Representative,
the selection of the members <of the committee to be

(tw.

follatttl f

made

HOLLAND

CITY,

MICHIGAN.

tention, inasmuch as much stronger expressions
Mr. Windom reported a resolutionto the
are used in Russia every day in regard to the
Senate, on the 28th ult, instructing the ComPanslavist agitation.His utterances, he said,
were those of a private individual only.
mittee on Foreign Relations to report on the

by the State delegations.

A Democrat has

succeed the late Senator Wagner in the Senate
of New York. The latter was elected last year

*

by 6,800 majority.

THE EAST*

GENERAL.

The Odd Fellows of

The Standard Coal and Iron Com

the United States

are to have a day of thanksgivingon April 26,

pany, with a capital of 125,000,000, has been

the occasionbeing the silty-third anniversary

orgauized in Boston by James G. Blaine and

of that order in this country. . .The fiend Guiteau is reported to be morose and much ancapitalistsof Ohio, and Oliver Am«L of Massnoyed because the newspapershave ceased to say
achusetts. It is chiefly a consolidation of coal
acd iron companies m the Hocking valley of anything about him.... Gen. Rosecrans, now
occupying a seat in Congress,takes an early
Ohio, and represents80,000 acres of mineral
opportunityto deny a statement by Mr. Blaiuo
lands
. .Mrs. Caroline Leroy Webster, widow
in his oration that Gen. Garfield found vanons
of the great Daniel Webster, has just (hod at
troubles seriously affecting the value and effiher home, near New York city, in tho 86th year
ciency of tho Army of the Cumberland.
of her

Eugene Hale, of Maine, Gov.

Foster and other

.

shot at allegedabstraction of important papers from
marksman the office of the Secretary of State, as also upon
the chargesthat our representatives In France
spending two days in London,

as

usual

After

and Peru had been concerned in contracts with
those Governments, or whether other officials
had been so involved. Mr. Vest introduced
a bill for a public building $t Hannibal, and Mr. Ingalls presented an act
authorizingthej President to appo-nt
Alfred Pleosonton a brevet Major General and
place his name on the retired list. 1 he Postoffice Appropriation bill was passed. The
ChineseImmigration bill was taken up. While
Mr. MUlerwas airing his views four members
of the Chinese Legation appeared in tho gallery, but retired as soon as they learned what
subject was under discussion. The nominations of Messrs. Conkling and Bargent were reported favorably to the Senate,
in executive session, and went over to the next
executive session, under the rule. Mr. Gibson
introduceda joint resolutionfor a committee
of sixteen to attend the anniversaryof the discovery of the month of the Mississippi nver.
Bills were passed authorizing the bridgingof
the Mississippi at Keithsburg,III, and appropriating $100,000 to continue work on the
harbor of Galvestoa Three reports were
submittedin regard to the Utah contested election, the majority favoring the rejection of
both Campbell and Cannon. The House then
went into committee of the whole on the Military Academy Appropriation bill, which was
passed. Mr. Robinsonintroduceda bill to organize the National Labor League Railway
Company of America, to run from New York to
Council Bluffs, with a capital of $40,000,000.

her Majesty was just stepoing into her carriage
to be driven to Windsor Castle, when a resident
of Soothsea,named Roderick MacLean, deliberately discharged a revolver at her, but the
bullet missed the royal target Instantly the
weapon was knocked from the hands of the

assassin,who evidently intendedto tiro
again, and some Eton scholars made an

attempt to lynch the fellow. Tne
Queen at once drove off to the Castle,

.

age.

•

.

.

Mr. Vest offered a bill in the Senate,

accident
was due to a misinterpretation of orders.

PresidentArthur has nominated Cor-

•

nelius A. Logan, of Illinois, to be Minister to

Chill

THE WEST.
The Prohibitionistsare to hold

„

,

Representative Springer thinka

at

Chicago,in August next what they intend shall

Congress may remain in sess on until August,

be the largest and most important convention
of tho kind ever assembled in this country.

as the calendars are gorged, and there is a decided lack of leadership on the Republicanside.

the assassin

The Censns Bureau has completed its

Guiteau, addresseda letterto the United States

estimateof the populationof Utah Territory,

Senate, protesting against the confirmation of

classified

Mbs. Scoville,

sister of

as Mormons Gentiles. Apostates,
Josephiles and doubtful. Of the Mormons
there are 120,288.nearly 49,000 of whom are
more than 21 years old, while 40,000 are less
than 9 vears old. Of tho Gentiles there are
only 14, i60, of whom a little more than onehalf are more than 21 years old. There are
6,988 Apostate Mormons. 820 Josephite Mormons, and 1.716 personswho are classifiedas
doubtful Of the Mormons,nearly 37,000 are

Bosooe Conkling as Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court. She says he was morally responsible for the death of PresidentGarfield.

Mur. Garfield was

visited at Cleve-

land by ex-Gov. Fairchild, late United Staiiw

,

After prolonged conferences,Envoy
Tresoottand the Chilian Ministerof Foreign
Affairs drew up a protocol to serve as the basis
of a treaty of peace between Peru and Chili,
leaving in abeyance the subject of indemnity.

An important decision has been

ren-

dered in the United States Supreme Court. The

Treasury Department has claimed that the
saccharinestrength of sugar, which forms the
basis upon which tariff is levied, should bo determined scientificallyby the polarincopeinstead of arbitrarily,and Mr. Sherman, when
Secret arv, so ruled. His decision has been
overruledby the court of last resort, and at
least $2,000,000collectedunder protest wifi
have to bo refunded to the sugar importers.

Henry Ward Beecher

fainted while

delivering a lecture in Chicago, and was carried

from tho platform to his ho tel....During the

month of February there were 103 deaths from
small-pox in Chicago .... A packing house of
tho Luke Superior Powder Company, located
three miles from Marquette, Mich., exploded,
wiping away every vestige of the building, and
blowing four men to fragments.

The banking-house of Charles A. Sw eet
Co., of Boston, unable to meet a call for
$7
000 loaned to it on MassichusettaCentral

A

)0,

railroad bonds, suspended payment, causing the
greatest surprise. Its liabilitiesare given as

$2,751,000, of which only $250,000 is un-

on the

secured.
1st insti, to

prohibit the issue of notes by the

By a vote of 257 to 242 the British
House of Commons refused to allow Mr. Brad-

national banks organizedor reorganized after

L

July
The resolutionsfor an investigation
into the Chili-Peruvianimbroglio,after being laugh to affirm. A motion that he bo not peramended to include any promise of intervention mitted to go through tho form of taking the
bv officials of the United States,were passed. oath was adopted on motion of Sir Stafford
Mr. Voorhees made a long speech upon the Northcote,a Tory member.
necessity of better accommodationsfor the
substance of the Russian Gen.

1

and Blumonkrow were killed. The

4

additional news*

again, and, luckily for her, by a poor

and sent back an equerryto know if any one
had been hnrti Ponsonby, the Queen’s Secretary, obtained all possibleinformation at the
police station and telegraphed it to Gladstone.
The Czar of Russia, the Empress of Austria
and the Emperor of Germany telegraphed
messages of sympathy, and the Cabinet sent a
dispatch expressinggratificationat the failure
The American Rifle Association hna of the attempt Tho Queen held her usual
' THBorranouT the East unusuallyheavy
dinner party. No bullet marks were found
aoepted the British proposal to shoot a match on tho royal carriage. Tiro chambers of the
rains and the rising of the rivers caused great
at Creedmooc, near New York, next September. assassin'srevolverhad been discharged, and
destruction to propertyand live stock. In tho
The twelve Englishmen will be drawn from the fourteen ball cartridges were found on his perprovince of Quebec the melting pf the snow
volunteers, ana the American team from the son. MacLean is a grocer’s assistant27 years
and the rain submerged the Grand Trunk railof age, and is pronounced sane by physicians
National Guard.
road from throe to four feet, and inundated a
He says hunger prompted him to the deed.
.
The recent increase in the immigra- Bradlaugh was again elected M. P. for Northlarge section of the country.
Thb three Indian scouts — Dead-Shot, tion of Chinese to San Franciscois due to the ampton, by a vote of 8,798 against 3,687 received by Corbett his opponent
Dandy Jim and Bkippy— who gave the signal Six Companies, and it is rumored that 40,001
McLean, the would-be assassin of
for the onslaught on Gen. Cair’s command, tickets have been issued st Hong Kong, to be
used after the passage of the bill before Con- Queen Victoria, is a crank of the craziesttype,
were executed at Fort Grant, Arisona.
Robert Jones, a white man, and gress.... The failures throughout the United and has been an inmate of several asylums.It
States for the week ending the 4th insti were
appearsthat he fired tho shot while the carriage
William Miller, colored, were hanged at Aber
152, an increase of 17 over the precedingweek.
was in motion. Princess Beatrice and John
____ The railroadmagnateshave decided on a
* deen, Miss., for the murder of three brothers'
Brown saw him point the pistol at the carriage.
^cent-pcr-lOO-pouiidS
increase in freight rates
named Walker, in Novemberlast
Ho was exactlv thirty paces distant when ho
to the seaboard.
fired. All the European sovereigns and
The six days’ walking match in New
Georoe Scoville has ended his con- republics sent congratulatorymessages to the
Yora was won by Hszael, the Englishman, who
Queen ____ Twin monuments to Keats, the poet,
nection with the Guiteau case. One of the asmade 600 miles. . Five other contestants made
sassin'srelativesin Boston announces the dis. and his friend Severen,in tho Protestantcemetery at Rome, were unveiled,with a brilliant
500 milefc and upward. Rowell the hithertocovery of important evidenceregardingthe inaddress by Story, the sculptor.
invincible pedestrian, fell sick, and gave up on
sanity of tho condemned man, and it is ruthe fourth day of the contest
A party of Americanatraveling from
mored that Goa Butler has consented to move
Bi a collisionof trains near Earlvillo, for a new trial.
Brussels to Paris were subjected to indefensible
N. Y., Engineer Collins and Firemen Sullivan
WASHINGTON.
brutality at the frontierstationof Teignies.
.

held to decide upon a line of policy to be pursued by the Democratsrelatingto proposed
changes in the rules of the House. It was
unanimously resolved to resist,by every parliamentarymetood, the adoption of the proposed amendmentsto the roles.

Queen Victoria has been

been elected by

1,000 majority over a Conkling Republican to

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,

F0RTT-SEYENTHCONGRESS*

that his recent speech should have excitedat-

Congressional library. The Chinese bill
was taken up, and Mr. Hoar spoke against the
measure. Mr. Kellogg Introduceda resolution
for an appropriation sufficient,when combined
with local revennes,to give all children in the

The

SkobelefTs speech to tho Servian students,

which has caused so much comment

in

Europe, was that a struggle between the Slav
and Teuton was inevitable, for Russia would
States arid Territories a good common-school no longer consent to be held in check by the
education. Mr. McDill presented resolutions influenceof Germany. When that struggle
of tho Iowa Legislature asking tho came it would be & long and sanguinary one,
amendment
the patent laws to but the Slav would triumph. The words of the
prevent unjust exactions. In the House, fiery warrior have greatly stirredup Bismarck
a hill to make Denver a port of delivery was
and tho Emperor, and sot them to qnestio'ilmg
passed. Bills were reported favorablyto stop Russia’s intentions.
tho coinage of trade dollars and exchange
those now out for standard silver pieces ; to
Fatal Boiler Explosion.
adopt a meter to measure the quantity and test
The explosion of a boiler in Wesler A Barnes’
the gravitv and temperature of distilledand
malt liquors ; to providefor organizing, arming saw-mill, at Stone, Randolph county,Ind., wai
and disciplining the militia : for the distri- attended with shocking loss of life. The embution of pure vaccine virus, and for the

Thev were awakened by a custom-house official
to have their luggage examined, were abused
for not immediately complying, and assaulted
by the commissaire de police for protesting
against the way in which Mrs. Reynolds, of
Proridence,was treated. The lady was ronghly dragged out of the sleeping car, bareheaded,
without bonnet or cloak, and exposed to the
coarse jeers of the douaniers. The male portion of the party resisting the violence dor
them, gendarmes with fixed bayonets we)
called to the assistance of tho officials,afad
three of them arrested and refused permissionto telegraphto the American Minister and
their friends. They were not released until
morning and had to pay 500 francs each ....
The rumors that Mr. Gladstone will soon retire from the Premiership are revived. He
is saia to be worn out by work and anxiety,
and looks pale and wan. . .Special prayers and
thanksgivingservices were held, Sunday, March
5, in nearly all the churches of England, on
account of the Queen’s escape from assassina-

of

erection of a public building at Detroit The
contested Louisianaelection case of Lanier vs.
King was dismissed. A resolution was adopted
that the Secretary of the Interior examine and
report upon the bill to create a sinking fund
for the Sionx City and Pacific road. The Indian Appropriation bill, covering $4,920,203,

them
were adjusting the pump which foods the
ployes had just gone to work and some of

boiler. There was a very heavy head of steam

on, and the pump commenced working,
throwing cold water into the boiler, when
message of sympathy from the Queen of
SMin, with which the bereavedlady was greatly of foreign birth.
suddenly there was a deafening explosion. As
was perfected and passed.
affected.
soon as citizens could gather, it was found
By invitation of the House Military tion.
Mr. Platt made a favorablereport to the SenOn opening the door of & school-house,
that the following persons were instantly
ate, on the 2d insti. on the bill to regulate pracCommittee, Gens. Sherman and Hancock apRE APPORTION MENT.
killed : Hodson Clark, Robert Randall, George
one mile north of Salem, Adams county,lud.,
peared and gave their opinionson the bill for
tice in patent cases. Mr. Gorman offered a
Wesler, William Yankee, Lewis Mann, William
a few mornings ago, the children discovered the
The Apportionmentbill, as it passed Con- resolution directing tho Postmaster General to Fleming. In addition to this shocking deaththe comoulsory retirementof army officers at
teacher, Miss Emma Numbers, lying on the
62, which they heartily favored.They indorsed gress, gives to Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, transmit a statementof the cost of fast mails list a number of personswere hnrt, some of them
floor with one arm cat off, her tongue torn oat
quite severely. The dead victims of the exploand lying on the boards beside her, and her the proposition to give increased pay to Cap- Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, Mary- and a list of railroadoompanieswhich pe>
Minister to Spain,

who conveyed a

kindly

.

.

_ _

<

.

nock pinned to the floor with a large dirk knife.
They ran home and gave the alarm, and within

tains and Lieutenantswho have served in one
grade for fifieenyears ..... Capt. James B. Eads
was before the House Committee on the Ira-

a few minutes the farmers gathered and
began a search tor the perpetrators of the provementoftho

•

sentatives as

who was

of levees.

The House Committee on Rules has
agreed to a resolution for the appointment of
a committee of nine Representativesand sev-

en Senators to attend the celebration of the
anniversaryof the discovery of the mouth of
the Mississippi.
Secretary Frelinghnysensent
a cablegram to London conveying the congratulationsof the American people on the
Queen’s escape from injury.
.

The

.

.

following is

the

regular

monthly

debt statement, issued on tho 1st insti:

decoyed

and Tennessee each the same Reprenow. It takes one member
away from Maine, one from New Hampshire, and one from Vermont, and in-

Island

Mississippi,

s-s a“Sr..r»"i'.Ksr«*
* ‘ ' *

The fiends bad evidentlyentered the schooW
house during the night or early in the morning, and when she arrived before the pupils to
build tbo fire they caught her, violated her
person and then, to preventher from telling
anv tales, hacked her with an ax and
stabbed her with the knife until her
arm was chopped off, and her bowels ran
out on the floor. Still fearing that she might
tell on them, they cut her tongue off, flung it
down on the floor and left the knife sticking
in her neck, with the point driven through to
the planks. Miss Numbers was 10 or 17 yetfs
old, and is described as being a beautifulgirl

Bishop Duggan,

land, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode

creases

the

from 4 to

5

Representatives

in

; in Californiafrom

Arkansas

4 to

6

;

in Georgia from 9 to 10 ; in Illinois from 19
to 20 ; in Iowa from 9 to 11 ; in Kansas from 3
to 7 ; in Massachusettsfrom 11 to 12 ; in Michigan from 10 to 11 ; in Minnesota from 3 to 5 ;
in Mississippi from 6 to 7 ; in Missourifrom 13
to 14 ; in New York from 33 to 34 ; in North
Carolinafrom 8 to 9 ; in Ohio from 20 to 21 ; in
Pennsylvaniafrom 27 to 28 ; in South Carolina
from 5 to 7 ; in Texas from 6 to 11 ; in Virginia
from 9 to 10 ; in West Virginia from 3 to 4, and

in Wisconsin from 8 to 9.
Extended C's .........................
4 129,473.9<B This increases the representationof the
Extended 5's ................ .........401,50 ,900
Southern States from 106 to 121, a net gain of
Jfour and on&-halfper cent, bonda ..... 205,000,000
Four per cent*, extended .............. 738.801,350 fifteen,and the representation of the Northern
Refundingcertificate*..............
540.450 States from 187 to 204, a net gain of seventeen.
Navy penalon fund .................... 14,000,000 The New England States as a group lose three
and gain two, a net loss of one. Ail the other
.

from Chicago to an insane asylum at
thirteen years ago,

when

Sti

Louia

aberration of

mind

had become apparent,entertainsthe delusion
that Chicago has been swallowed up by the sea,
and that all his former flock have gone to perdition. The church in Chicago pays $1,000
per annum for bis maintenance. His health is
as vigorous as ever.

Reports from

nearly every county in

ten of the chief wheat-growing States show a

high ratio of conditionof winter wheat, with

Int^rwt-bearlngOebt .......... 11,534,325,600
debt ...........
19,037,925
8rThe8 (nil does not make reapportionment
Legal tendon ............34fl,740,8'.'l
obligatory this year, as it provides that at the
Certificate* of deposit
11,560,000
next electionthe additionalmembers in any
Gold and liver certifiState may be elected by the State at large.
cate* ..................
73,8f>2/>00
The distribution of seats in the House, under
Fractionalcurrency
7,065,877
the now apportionment,affords the following
439,219,368 comparative result, by geographical sections,
Total without Interest.
Tntil

an important increase in acreage ____ The ice in
the Mississippi below Sti Fanl, Minn , opened
x>n the 2d insti, after being dosed for sixty-four
.days. It is an nnnsnailyearly opening.

...

.....

Total debt ...........................
$1,983,582,893
Total interest .....................
H,764,123
Caahin
.......................257,617,648

excitement prevails in Son
Franciscoover the report that, anticipating a
.stringent anti-Chineseemigration bill, there

would be an enormous influx of Chinese to this
.country within the next few weeks. A raid on
the Chinese quarter is feared.

The Mormon Legislatureof Utah
a conventionfor April 10 to

So. 18s0. Irtio.

Btatiib.

29
28
26
New England ..........
Debt le** e**b Intrwunry ......... $1,742,729,369 Middle. ..............
63
67
69
Deere*** during February ............ 9,783,511 Bouthern ..............
96
'106
121
Deere*** *lnce June 30, 1881... ..... 97,8fiJ,442 Western ...............
53
86
101
Current liabilities3
6
8
Pacific .................
Interest due and unpaid. ..............
i,408,w»3
Debt on which Interest ha* oeaaed ...... 10,037 ,925
3« 325 293 242 2=48
Total.
Interest thereon ........................
Gold and silver certificate*.............73,862,600
The table by States is as follows :
United State* note* held for redemption
of certificate*of depoalt .............1L55<M*)0
1880 187U 186011850
Caah balance availableFeb. 1, ......... 155,146,338 States.

has.

organize

a

State Government in the Territory.... An im-

mense demonstrationwas made in San
Francisco in favor of the passage of laws
preventing the further importationof
Chinese. All bnsmees houses were dosed,
the day having been declared a legal holiday,
and 80,000 people met to demand redress for
their grievances. The beet of order prevailed
throughout. Resolutionsexpressing the right
of the people of the Padflc coast to protection
from the Asiatic influx were adopted tmanimously.

..

I

8
252,617,648 Alabama ......................
5
Arkausaa .....................
Available asset*6
Caahin treaaury .....................
.$ -52,617,648 California ....................
1
Colorado ......................
4
Connecticut ...................
Bonda Issued to Padflc railwaycompan1
Delaware ....................
ies, interest payable In lawful money,
2
Florida.......................
prlndpal outatandtng............... •
10
Interest accrued and not yet paid
646,235 Georgia .......................
HUnola ..........................20
Interest paid by United State*. ........53^06,977
13
Indiana ........................
.
Interest repaid by companiesBy treniDortationtervlce ..............14,841,656 Iowa ............................11
Kanaaa .......................... 7
By cash payment* of a per eenu o! n*4
earning*. .....................
«65,19$ Kentucky ........................11
Louisiana ....................... 0
Balance of Interest paid by the United
4
State* ............................... 37.909,121 Maine ...........................
Maryland ....................... 6
House Committee on Civil- Serv- Maaaacbuaetta .................. 12
Michigan ....................... II
ice Reform, of which Mr. Orth, of Indiana, if
Minnesota ...................... 5

Five persons were drowned by

a flood

caused by the breakingof the levee below Concordia, La. Great distress,for want of food
and shelter,is being fdt by the inhabitants of
the submerged country.

The Governor

1

............

$

Texas includes

his

reference

of

in

.......

all private and

individual

claim*, pensions, etc., to the Court of Claim*.
It if provided that the final decision on all
such cases shall be referred to Congress, land

that

no judgments renderedby the

„

•r.”

FOREIGN*

By e mine explosion at Styrio, Aushas broken out in Bath county,
tria, 150 lives were lost....AU the farms on
Virginia, between the natives and a party of
Dorsey island,thirty-fourin number, have
surveyors engaged in measuring off a large
tract of land belonging to Gen. F. Butler. been sold for non-payment of rent The Land
The surveyors were attackedby seventy-five League intends to build houses and support
the tenants on the Island.
Virginians, and, afier a sharp engagement, in
which 100 shots were fired and several uersona
The EgyptiAri Ministry is said to favor

War

,

wounded, surrenderedat discretion and
country.

left

the

jpolthoaXm
A caucus of DemocraticRepresentaat

Washingtonlutwesk, to pro-

vide for the selection of a Oongreestonal

Com-

mittee. Mr. House, who wss Chsfrnmn of the
caucus in the last Congress,declined to serve
further, end Gen. Bosecrans was unanimously

1
1

'io
4
6
5

court
shall be paid until after appropriationmade
call for an eitra session of the Legislature the
by that body. Judges of the Court of Claims
subject of a law regulating freight and passenger tariffs in the 8tato and provision for ite are satisfied with the proposed arrangement
and believe that the present judicial force
rigid enforcement.
will be able to deal with the increased busi“The effects of the floods in the Mis- ness. The claim is made that the change
sissippi river and its tributaries,’’
says a Hele- would relieve Congress of much burdensome
work, and tend to discourage fraudulent
na (Ark.) correspondent,“ will be to throw the
Mahns.
country back financiallyfor five yearn or longof

4

8
9
11
2

Chairman, hat agreed upon a bill for the

.

...................... 7
14
*,“our1 .......................
....................... 3
1
KeYtdft**** .......
.....
New Hampahlre ................ 2
7
N'wJerrey.......... ..........
New York ...................... 34
North Carolina................. 9
Ohio ........................... 21
Oregon ......................... 1
Pennsylvania ................... 28
Rhode Island ................... 2
7
South Carolina..............
Tennessee ...................... 10
Texas .......................... 11
Vermont ....................... 2
Virginia........................ 1»
West Virginia ................... 4
9
Wiaconain .....................
Mlaalsslppl

*

ate,

sion were frightfullymutilated. Wesler’s body
was found partly wrapped around a post, with
all of tho large bones broken, his head split,
and a grate bar sunken in his face. Robert

Randall’s head was smashed flat, and
one eye and tho temple gone. HodClark had his throat cut with
son
a piece of iron or a splinter,and tiio back part
of his bead was pmohod off. William Yankee s
head was in the same condition, and his brains
ran out on the ground. A piece of the casting
from the engine penetrated Lewis Mann’s side
and cut his entrails. ____

William Winans, the Baltimore
Croesus, who lives in London, has a
yacht that cost a fortune, but is mortally
afraid of the sea; has English,Amencan
and Russian race-horses, and rides an
old cob which frightenshim by backing
its ears ; pays seven thousand pounds a
year for the most expensive deer park in
Scotland,and can not sit in a room with
a gun ; has Patti and Albaui to sing at
his drawing-room concerts, and does not
know “Rule Britannia” from “Yankee

on the 3d, from citizens of South Carolina

for national aid in the education of tho youth
of

that State. Mr. Hoar reportedadversely

on

the petitions in regard to the celebration of the
discovery of tho mouth of the Mississippi.
Bills were passed to compileand print the naval
history of the war ; to reduce the charge for
licenses to engineers and pilots, and to make

Denver a port of delivery. The Chinese bill gave
rise to a prolonged and spirited debate. In tho
House of RepresenUtivee,Mr. Gibson introduced a bill to appropriate $6,113,000 for unproi eraents along the Mississippi nver. A bfil
was passed to reduce fees for licenses to officers of steam vessels. The Committee on Foreign Affairs was granted leave to sit during sessions of the House, to investigatethe ChmPernvian correspondence.

_

Doodle.”—

__

Absinthe dnuKtug in London is on
the increase. The liquor is of a yellowish green, and protracteduse terminates
in soitemng of the brain and death.

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.

»9H

Bkxvkb ...........................
Hook ............................. 6 9® *4 8 75
Cotton ............................
Flovb— Superfine.................3 85
Whkat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 31 0 J 32
No. 2 Red. ................ 131
Cohn— Ungnded ..................
64
70
Oats — Mixed Western ..............
48
61
Pobk— Mess. .......................
77 25 617 50
Labi. ..............................10*9
.

«425
G133

0

Q

CHICAGO.

Bf.evkr- Choice Graded Sti ere ..... 6 00
Cow* and H elf era. ........3 25
Medium to Fair ..........5 25
on the 4th insti, for holding terms of the DisHoos ...........................* 75
trict Court at Wichita, Kan. A resolution was
Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex... 7 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex • 6 35
adopted to dismiss the Louisiana contestedWheat-No. 2 Spring ....... . ..... J 26
election case of Smith vs. Robertson. Mr, Horr
No. 8 Spring.............. iOJ
reported a bill to prevent shipping adulterated
Conn— No. . ....................... JJ
food and drugs into the United SUtes. The

A bill passed the House of RepresenUtives,

......

The

THE SOUTH*

was

__

........

Total ...................

tives

_

with former apportionment^

..

Great

called

S

Mat.m-d

formed the services.Mr. Vance offered a resolution, which was laid over, reciting that in
the Sixth District of North Carolinathe cost
of collecting internal revenue was 60 per cent,
greater than in any other district in
tho United States, and asking fer a committee
of three to investigatecharges against the
officials.Mr. Couger made a favorable report
on the House bill to better tho life-saving
service,with amendments providing for pensions for widows and children of keepers losing
their lives. Messrs. Farley and Hoar debated
the Chinese Immigration bill, when the Senate
went into executivesession. Boscoe Conkling
was confirmed as Associate Justice by 39 yeas
to 12 navs, among the latter being Hoar,
Dawes, Morrill and Hawley. The other eight
voting against confirmationwere Democrat*.
Tho nomination of Aaron A. Sargent to be
Munster to Germany was approved without
division.In the House, the Oregon contestedelection case of McDowell vs. George was dismissed. Debate on the Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation bill, which sets aside
$1,198,530, took a wide range, and resulted
only in outliningparty action in the future.
The Senate amendmentsto the Post- Route bill
were concurred in.
Mr. Butler presented a memorial in the Sen-

11

4
2
5
7

........

Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation bill
was completed in committee of the whole, but
the final vote was deferred. The salary of toe
Consul at Liverpoolwas fixed at $6,000. The
Consul at Jerusalem was given an advance of
$500. Mr. Reed presented a petition from
Yankton against the admission of DakoU as a
State. The Senate was not in session.
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Mr. Allison presented in the Senate,on the
6th

insti,

a memorial from the Iowa Legis-

lature for a bridge over the Missonririver above

Omaha. Mr.

ST. LOUIS.
Morrill made an adverse report
Wheat-No. 2Bed ...... ......... 1
9 1 21
on the bill for a branch mint at Omaha. Mr.
Corn— Mixed .......... ..........
66
69
Ingalls reported favorably a bankruptcy bill
embodving the equity system ; Mr. Test a
measnfe for the inoorporationof the interoceanic ship railway, and Mr. Teller the House
15*
bill to pension Mrs. Garfield, with an amendment to inclnde $5,000 per annum for Mrs. Polk
...........
and Mrs. Tyler. Bills were introduced for a
bridge across the Missouri river near Jefferson,
Mo. ; to aid in repairinglevees in th^ State of
Pore— Mess .......................
17 80 917 75
Mississippi ; for the construction of the Illinois Lard ............................
and Miusissippi canal ; for a commission on the
.
238 liquor traffic, and to enable claimants against Wheat-No. 2 Bed. ................
£ 1
Total.
the Government to bring suit in any Federal
48
Circuit Court. There was some debate on the Oat. ...............................*5
.
A
Chinese bill. The House passed the Consular
Flop b— Choice ......
.-•il. « 28 '.9 ® «0
The Supreme Bench*
and Diplomatic Appropriation,bill Mr. Bel- Wheat— No. 1 White ............... 1 21 9 1 22
Jord inttaxuced a' resolution requesting the Ooeh— Mixed..... .......... ....... ®J <4 62
,
. WAfffiVqxoN,March,?.
President to appeal to the Czar to protect the Oat*— Mixed ..... ................o
Boscoe Conkling has declined the nomination
Jews in Russia. -Mr. Hewitt introduced a bill Barley (per cental) ................
2 00 9 2 20
of AssociateJustice of the United States Su- to restore to the pension-rolls the names POEE-Meas ....... ................ 17 60 978 00
.
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the maintenance of slavery, and wishes to dis-

dropped for participation in the Rebellion. An
miss the agents appointed to stop the traffic.
interesting debate took place' on the bill to
the appointment to SenatorEdmunds, of Ver*
... .In the British House of Commons the elec- monti The nomination was sent to the Senate, permit producers of loaf tobacco to sell the
tion of Michael Davitt as member for Meath but is not to be presenteduntil Mr. Edmunds same withoutUoense, but the roles were not
was declared void, the vote standing208 to 20. determineswhether ar not he will accept Mr. suspended. An appropriation of $100,000
....TenNihilists,ODeof
them a woman, were Edmunds is in doubt whether he will accept was made to continue work on the
sentencedto death at 8t Petersburg.
Hu inclinations are to decline the appointment Davis ini*"* dam in the Ohio river.

Gen. Sxobeleff,

in

conversationwith

a Vienna journalist,expressedhis astonishment

preme Court, and the President has tendered

He is not in good health, and is not inclined to
undertake the arduous duties of the bench.
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In the twelfth
7 alayes in Europe
were rare: in
- •Uvery
al^apet nakndwii. ‘ [.X -- CiOTiin^
b«for» k»
(iofttli, became a Franciscan monk; Lope
de Vega was a priest and officer of the

wM

ehrt.'^

*.

v.'

Forestry In France.

iid |

,

;

the seventh
century the clergy possessed more influence in Spain tnan was exercised by
any other body. At a council in 633 the
King prostrated himself on the ground

OUlt Hn

of

before the bishops.

Yentidius Bassus, by his

military
skill, and by friendshipof Julius Caesar

and afterwards Antony, rose from the

command

the Roman Army, and at

of

last to the

Consulate,40 B. C.

The

tMt.nOTHEUS

taught their daughters that “ a stitch iu time
saves uiiKi.” A pill in time saves not only nine
but oftUmes an incalculable amount of Buffering as well An occasional dose of Dr. Pierce’s
‘•Pellets" (Little Sugar-coatedPills), to
cleanse the stomach and bowels, not only prevents disease but often breaks up sudden attacks when taken in time. By druggists.

Grace Greenwoop Wijiles: Nevjer
unsex yourkelf for ‘^..greatness.The
worship of one true heart is better than
the wonder of the world. l)on't trample

researches carried on at Epi- on the flowers while longing for the stars.
by the Greek Archaeological Live up to the full measure of life; give
Society have unearthed one of the most way to your impulses, loves and enthucelebrated theatres of antiquity, that of siasms; sing, smile, labor and be happy.
-Esculapius, built of Peutelic marble, Adore poetry for its sake; yearn for and
and capable of holding 30,000 spectators. strive after excellence; rejoice when

daurus

Egyptian
worshipped

deities

were at one time

Rome.

Juvenal refers to
the Roman women breaking the ice of
the Tiber to plunge into its sacred stream
at dawn of day, and dragging themselves about on bleedingknees in praise
at

'

^

•jtvr.w.1'

others attain it; feel for your couterapotjories a loving envy; steal into your
country’s heart; glory in its greatness,
exult in its power, honor its gallant men,

immortalizeits matchless women.”
Fob weak lungs, spitting of blood, weak

of Isis.

stomach,* night sweats and the earlv stages of
gladiatorial combats Consumption, “ Golden Medical Discovery," is
was the worst, wile religious liberty was specific. By druggists.

—'r

•'

i"i7j''r» 7s

Spring Fevert

’

Fticy Work.

Persons should not think lightly of that feelupon their personalestate, and a large ing of extreme debility so common in the spring
of the year. It is often the forerunner of a
amount of valuable real estate in that year of ill health. It renders the system very
town, but the present Charles Fraacm susceptible to disease, and is caused by the
Adams also pays tribute to the city of blood being fiUSd with poisononshumors. The
Boston upon 8614,600 of real estate in blood, by all. moans, '»shoul4bo kept healthy;
otherwise its power, to assimilatenutritious
that ctity, and he and his son, Charles
food becomes impaired, and dyspepsia,liver
Francis, Jr., together, upon $254,000 complaint,headache,nervous debility,extreme
more. The wife of John Quincy Adams languor, weak kidneys, want of physical arid
mental endurance and general prostration is the
s taxed fdr •$ 1€T,2D0 "iti ‘ Jh^ton 'fea-es,
result. Since prevention ia better than core,
iaje, and John. Quincy himself j^n 8617-

One -sixth of France, including CorsiIn 1623 an English attorney wifferbd
in^risonn^entand lost both bis, ears J&)r ca, is under wood, but notwithstanding
“^citking very lewdly and scandalopdly this (pi immense amount of timber is
iwifoaUv impofteiinjo tKe oountrv fr6m
of Qneen Elizabethand Henry ViII.,’
the United Stat^p ‘and the North of Eu“ I brnd against you men who are as
greedy of death as vou are of pleasures,” rope. In 1820 the Nancy School of
w^re the words addressed by Mahomet Forestry was instituted,and a new code
of laws wap wlopted In 1827. The fact
to the degenerateChristians of Syria.
has of late years been recognized that
pENRr IL was the first English mopthe floods which have proved so terribly
ar$h who emphasized the royal authority
deauuotive in France have been largely
to the weakening of that of the aristodue to tlie absemco of trees otr mountain
cracy. He was the sworn enemy of the
sides. A forest a^ts both mechanically
feudal system.
and hydrographicplly ; in the former
Eight years before the birth ef "Na- case. by preventing any large body of
poleon Bonaparte Rousseau recorded in water from collecting, and as a sort of
print the following augury: “ I have a
permanent floodgate ; in the latter by
presentiment tliat Corsica is going to the trees themselvesabsorbing a vast
produce a man who will astonish the deal of moisture.— (Veu; York Sun.
world.”

position of mule-driver to

-

Adams and John Quincy
Adams were born. They are taxed

JSSifeST^*

Before the middle

wpjf!

dents John

HISTORICAL.

Inquihition.

....

don’t wait for the final result of spring-time indisposition, whed the ficat symptoms of languor
are manifested but .begin Jtwitg P* Onysott’s
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla. ; A a spring medicine it excels all other remedies, genuy bat
surely expelling tho poisonous blood hnmors
with which the system becomes impregnated by
the incidentaleffect of., changeable winter
Weather.It makes the blooc^ n£d, rich and
pure, causes it to circulate with more vim,;enAbles it to renew the wasted tissues,and carries
strength and vitalityto every weakened part of
the human system, ixstoriugimpaired bodily
functions, and checking all deesy of the urinary, digestive and pulmonary org'ans.which, if
neglected, too often ends iu a prematuregrave.

Prof. Skoda’s Tailor.
The late Prof. Skoda, one of Vienna’s
greatest surgeons, bad, until » year or
two before his death, worn garments of
a most unfashionablecut; the trousers
were baggy and the coats most ingeniously ill fitted. His friends often joked
with him about the matter, and Skoda
bore their fun good-naturedly,without,
however, making any explanation. One
day a friend observed that he was much
more stylishly clad than usual
“This is an unhoped-for pleasure,
Skoda,” said he, “to see you for onco
properly dressed.”
‘•‘Say no more'” said the surgeon,
gravely, V* He who has made my clothing for all these years you have known
me did not, it is true, give it a very
fashionable shape, but he let me have it
long before ! had achieved success; and
Re never pressed me for ffionay when ho
suspected that I was pressed for it myself. How would you do, my friendleave such a man for one who merely
cut cloth in a different shape ? ”
“ But why, then, do you leave him
now ? ” inquired the friend.
M He is dead,” aaid Skoda.

Wall pockets and card oases are easily
made ; common brown building paper, a
largo roll of which may be bought at any
hardware store for five or ten eents, will
do as well for them in most cases as the
sxponsive briatol board generally
more e:

The pockets may be made

used.

A Good Family Hemeily.
STRICTLY PURE.
U

Harnsles*

in

endless shapes and covered with wall
paper or the pretty enameled paper to be
found at the prining office or the fancy
store, and colored or gilt pictures can be
pasted on the front.
Boxes made of cardboard in the shape
of books are neat and useful, and nicely
covered are on ornament to any center
table. Out a pattern by a book the size
you wish, fold book the covers and cut
a piece the shape of the ends, and a
straight piece bent with the fingers till
curved like the front of a book ; the bottom and book of the book are in one
piece, cut by the cover of the pattern
book. The upper cover can be fastened
to the back by a strip of cloth so that it
will open like the cover of a back. The
edges should be covered with gilt or
marbled paper and the cover with any
color you wish. Very handsome ones
can be made with velvet; line them with
paper or silk. Blue, brown or green
boxes can be lined with very pale pink,
and fancy pictures ornament the upper
cover, inside and out; pleated tissue paper
makes dainty linings. These boxes can
hold photographs, cards or stereoscopic
views or collections of small engravings.
Bracketscon be made of pine, stained
with walnut juice and varnished.Picture
frames of planed lath, stained and varnished like the brackets, with a narrow
folded edge of gilt paper around the inside are specially pretty for bright colored
landscapes ; pine mouldings at from one
and a half cents per foot up to as high as
you may wish to pay, may off obtained at
the lumber yard and tised in the fitime
way. Penwippere of cloth out in the
shape of a leaf, three or four fastened
together with a slight vetoing floss, are
nice to tie to the children’sbooks.—
Topsy.

H» wntft* that ha and hla nai«bborathink it tha b«4
ni.dieinaintha world.
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RAILROAD OFFICIAL INTER

VIEWED,

*

&ot every one So cheerfullycommunicates
his knowledge and opinions as recently did
E. L. Lower 00, Esq., cashier of the Cincinnati Southern railway, that splendid outlet to the South from the Ohio. Our representativewaited npon Mr. Loweree, and
in reply to certain questions the latter gentleman observed ; ‘'l was suffering from a
severe attack of rheumatism in my right
foot ; it was in a terrible condition ; the
pain was almost intolerable ; our family
physician waited on me without success ; I
sent for another well-known M. D., but
even the twain, cotdd do nothing for me ; I
could not get down here to the office to attend to my duties ; in fact, I could not put
my foot under me at all, and after nme
weeks’ suffering I began to grotf desperate.
My friend (whom, of courte, yon know- for
he is known by everybody), Mr. Stacey Hill,
of the Mt. Auburn Inclined Plane Railroad
Co., called to see me ; he spoke very highly
of SL Jacobs Oil, and . recommendedthe
remedy to me in glowing terms. I laughed
at the idea of using a proprietaxymedicine,
and yet the party recommending it (Mr.
Stacey Hill, remember), being a man of
sound judgment, -set me to thinkingthe
matter over. The next day, when the physicians called, I dismissed them, and said to
myself that I would let nature take its
course. That resolutionlasted just a day.
On the following morning I, in a fit of desperation,sent a servant for a bottle of St.
Jacobs Oil. I applied that wonderfulremedy, and it penetrated me so that I thought
my foot was about to fall off, but it did not ;
in fact it did just the opposite.The next
morning the pain had entirely left my foot,
the swelling was red need, \ and really the
appearancewas so differentfrom the day
before that it actuallysurprised me. I applied more of the St. Jacobs Oil, and that
afternoon I walked down to the office, and
was able to attend to my duties and get
around as well as any one. Let me say
for St. Jacobs Oil Ihdl it beats railroad
time, and is always suie to win.'-C'htctnnari
4'nsuirer.
inThe Moth and the Butterfly

Sentinel.
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Consumption, Coughs, Colds,

Asthma, Croup,
All Dlweaeeeof the Throat.

for

N

CROUP

and

WHOOPINQ COUQU.

hsmltss to tot nest

Is

EIPECTOBAHT

is mi

•OLD IT ALL MEDICINI

“ dragging down’ sensations all disappearunder the strengtheningeffects of tins great restorative.By druggists.

don’t take long ; muddy
water comes quickly, and finally along
to

appear. It

to the London papers, is unsafe for unlooks so fatigued that he can scarcely armed persons after dark.
*

_

“

/

_

Warner’* Safe Kidney and

_

Drain and Nerve.

Wells* Health Rcnewer, greatestremedy on
earth for impotence,leanness, mental or physical debility, etc. fl at druggists. Prepaid
by express, 11.25, 6 for |5. E. S. VitiAM,
Jersey City, N. J.
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cine ia indorsedby the physicians and you can
rely on its doing the work every time.
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A A. P. LACEY, rntmt
SoUeUori,Washington, D. O.
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Eagan* B. Stork, of Junction City. Kansas,
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[Sdana bad Man tryingforfour
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Good win, an editor In Cbardoa, Ohio. I
lire, being blmtsdl
fasyood belief,but Kldnay Wort cured aim.
Anna L. Jarrettof South Salant, X. T.,
that seres ysara auirarlng from kidney trou
ujd^ther complicationswaa ended by the use <
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"well as ew “

DON’T READ.)

Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of spirpublished by. Having learned all this,
its and generaldebiUty, in their varions forms:
you must next send a letter of request to also as a preventiveagainst fever and ague and
your Congressman or United States Sen- other intermittent fevers,the “ Ferro-Phosphorator. Either one will do. The shorter ated Elixir of Calisava," made by Caswell, Hazyour letter the better, as Congressmen ard A Oa, New York, and sold by all druggists,
is the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
usually have enough to read without befrom fever or other sickness it has no equal
.
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Every Home should containEilcrfs Extract
Very frequently it occurs that .one,
of Tar and Wild Cherry. This
elebrated remedy
hearing of a certain book having been will surely cure Colds ’Coughs, Croup, Catarrh,
weekly to lady or gent, to travel.No capitalrequired.
publishedby the Government,wishes to Consumptionand all Bronchial complaints. Rend 81 J*) for airapleaand rlrrular.Money returned
aamplee are not naed. CHICAGO EXCHANGE
obtain a copy, but is ignorant of the Common Colds neglected, are the cause of one- if
BUREAU, 13U Madison Street, Chicago,111.
manner of procedure necessaryto pro- half the deaths.Don’t wait for sickness to come,
bat this day take home a bottle of Eilert'sExcure it Now, in order to obtain a copy
tract of Tar and W'Ud Cherry, for it may save
of any government publication, you must
the life of a loved ono, when delay would be
Fnmlly— pnbUshi-d tinder the dlreoUon of Mrs. Oarfield. Samples /Vr« to Agents that work. Eic1u»It*
first know the lull name of the book, the
death. Sold by all Druggists.
it
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Government Publications.

anthor’s name, date and department
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Pictorial,,

$20

THRESHERS—;:
will

•end their EleotroYolUio Belts And other Electric Applianceson trial for thirty days to any
person afflicted with Nervous Debility,Lost
Vitality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
com
implete restoration of vigor and manhood.
1
Andress as Above without delay.
N. E— No risk is incurred,as thirty days'
trial is
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acta without
reason, and never against it

The Saturday Review holds women
exempt from criticism on the score of

logical inaptitude.”
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Uncle Sam’s ConditionPowder prevent
its
disease, punfles the blood, improves tne
le appeappe
gives a smooth and glosHycoatof hair and
keeps the animal in good condition. It cures
Distemper, Coughs. Colds, Fevers and most of
the diseases to which Horses, Cattle, Sheep,
Hogs and Poultry are subject,and should be
used by every one owning or having the care of
stock. Sold by all Druggists.
tite,

:

each other,

.
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Drdooists say that Lydia E. Pinkbam’s VegeCompound is tho best remedy for female
complaintsthey ever heard of.
table

1
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The Thames embankment, according
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comes your trout; but he frequently

move.

SYRUP

of the hall” announces a London manager to the exasperationof the
male portion of the theater visitors.

and you will add one more to their number.

Emil

USE NONE HIT THE f t
ThE (>kCA'r FAMll. / _

all parts

by

from

retain; their bonnets in

A correspondent of the Sanitary '• An uuadvertised and positive cure for CaEngineer advises the use of a mountain tarrh-4' Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure.”
trout to clear out two- inch water pipes.
The trout ii introduced carefully, head i Tom Thumb has smoked since 17, but
first, into the highest point of tlie pipe,
Las now “sworn off” because his phyand bid an affectionate farewell. He sician ordered it
cannot return, so you walk gracefully to
Kn>Nxr-WolTbu cured thousands. Try ft
the outlet orifice and wait for your trout

A Miller and a Butterfly who graduated from their exuviae about the same
time started out to see the world together. They soon arrived at a large ing troubled with a long letter which
mansion surrounded
beautiful can easily be reduced to a dozen words.
grounds. When the Butterflysaw the It is not necessary to give your reasons
gay .flowers in the garden, he said, for wanting the book, nor is it necessary
“ This is good enough for me
but the to give your family history, references,
Miller was attractedby the glare of the etc. Secretaries of societies should albrilliantly-lightedmansion and soiled in
ways affix tho seal of the society to the
at an open window. He incontinently letters unless the secretary be personflew to the chandelier and was burned ally acquainted with * the Congressman
to dost in an instant The Butterfly, or Senator. Always be sure pud give
however, flew about the garden in safety yqur full *ddress-^-State.
county, city
until the small boy of the house cap- and street— and never fail to return the
tured him. There was nothing left of enclosedreceipt blank to the prqper per-,
the Miller; but the Butterfly’s remains, sons, postage pepaid. In ordering
with a pin stuck through them, still books always write a separate letter for
beautify that beautifulmansion. This each departmentNever write to two
fable teaches that you can’t always tell different men for the same book, as the
what is going to happen, and that some1 various departments keep a record of all
people are worth more after they are books that go out, and if caught trying
dead than when they are alive.— Boston to get duplicates, without good reasons
Transcript,
for doing so, yon are liable to fall into
trouble and not get any books at all.—
Well Off.
Indianapolis Herald.
The historical Adams family, of New
Decided steps eight to be taken to core a
England, are far from being poor in this
world’s goods. They live in Quincy, Cold or Cough at once. We should recommend
Mass., wherp are still pointed to the Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup. This valuablemeditraveler, hardly a quarter of a mile
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knsw nobody else would be handy to
keep the obtuse one from making a
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country sub-editor with whom he had to
do, and he determined to play him a
trick. So, late one evening, when he

through reflex action. The backache and

dstlcsts child I

H contains no Opium In any torn!

NO OLD STOCK IN STORE.

He was a man of considerable wit.
L. j Franco- Prussian war he was
much annoyed by the stupidity of a

We

Lung* mm&

Pulmonary Organ*

FRESH,
*£22*

During

Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescription"perIt flics on tho wings of tho morning, good
fectly and permanentlycures those diseases penews us well as bad, always.
mean tho
culiar to females.' It ii tonic and nervine, effectually allaying and curing those sickening fainu of “Dr. Sykes’ Sure Cure for Catarrh."
sensations that affect the stomach and heart

•book)giva U

DIBULL’S

Mr. Rout. B. Barton, of Dayton, Ohio,
writes: “I wish every one to know that Dr.
Guysott’sYellow Dock and Barsap&rillahaa
cured mo of severe dyspepsiaand urinary troubles. It has made me very strong."

blunder, he telegraphedthrough to him,
“ The Prussians have taken Umbrage.”
The sub-editor, glad of a piece of news
however late, came out with large bills
and headings, “Capture of Umbrage by
the Prussians.” He never bothered the
contributorany morq.

M

* Dll. 'MramiTH.Dantiat.of Cincinnati, wia tbotubtto
ba In tlie la it BTAOKS or CoNfU'MPTloNand
waalnduoad
>7 bit frt.nd* to try Aliens I.una Balaam attar tba formula waa shown him. Wo b«ra his lattarthat It at ono*
cured his cough,and that ha waa ab;« to raanma hia
pr-ot ca.
Wm. A.
A Oo., Wholmila DragglsU.
rlUa, Onto, wntao us of thecutwofMathias Knaman.n
wall known ct aen, who baa boon afflictedwith Bror.
CHiTta In Its wont foiip for twain rann. Tha i^nB&laamcundhim, as It lias ma ny ulben, of Bronchitia

The passion for

probably the best, feature of the the old
M Rufus, wha’ come o’ yo’ bruddor?”
Pagan Society, and it is a melancholy
fact that, of these two, it was the nobler “ \Vha’ brndder yo’ mean, mammy?"
part that in the Christian Empire was “Wha’ brndder? Now, Rufus, is yo’
gwan in term ate dat dars been a freshet
first destroyed. . . i
:
o’ boys in you fambly?” “ No, mammy,
In the reign of Charles III. the SpanI haint intermatin’, but vo’ knows dole
ish colonies in America were, for the first
man tuk seben ob ’em off on a clam hunt
time, treated according to a wise and
dis mornin’, an’ nine ob de res’ lia’n’t
liberal policy. When George lift was
come hum fo’m las’ night’s coon rumpus,
fomenting rebellion in the English colonan’ free ob de balance is down wid de
ics Charles III. was conciliatingthe Spanmeazles, an les’ 70’ means Clem, dis
ish ones.
kermittee can’t gib no repo’t.”-^7?ome

tho IBost Delicate.

m men

admire the beautiful, and this accounts in some measure for the thousands npon
thousand* of bottles of OarboUne, the. deodorized petroleumhair renewerand dressing, which
have been sold yearly sihoe its invenUoti,*by
Messrs. Kennedy A Co., of Pittsburgh, Ps.
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2nd. A prohibitorylaw
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Bites, Tooth, Ear, and Headbago,

Photo, and

tection against Intemperance.
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Complete and well selected stock of

these candidates, against Spitz dogs— a, right to protection
the president has shown considerablein- against Indians— marauders, thieves and
brothels—
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Promptly Done in the

all of

Conflino’s letter declining the

new stock of

entire

The right to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors belongs to a majority of any,

President Arthur has already made This is proved by the following proposi.five hundred appointments since he went tions;
lit. The right of self-protection is the
into office, or about one hundred each
month on an average. Considering the first law of nature. The citizens of these
petitions and personal influenceused in United States have a right to protection

dustry.

BRAYMAN D-THOMAS'
ECLECTRIC

At the old place of L. T. Kanters.

to Prohibit.

or any portion of any popular goverment.

behalf of almost

R. A.

1&82.

President Arlhur nomlotled Charlci
Ewers, of Michigan, to be consul at Wind-
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As cheap as the cheapest.
Hollakd, Mlch.,Feb.9,

is legal and

ache, and allpains and aches.
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ciate justiceship Is said to have been mere- constitutional. The great Blackstone
ly a private note to the president, and will said :

“Common
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his property
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a deficit shall be
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said: “If any

in ardent spirits injurious to
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what shall be
done with a surplus. American committees would be profoundlyat a loss to
know what to do in the latter case. It is
altogether pleasanter one,

stitution of

will pay the above reward for any caae of
ItheumatUm or Neuralgia we cannot cure. It will
retlevcany case of Diphtheria or Croup inatanlly.
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will remove
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win
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drawn. The grand children of the
The family, forms in many respecto the
younger Fonquet, who died in 1812, now
mis aod type of various organ izationa,
whether social, religious or civil; of a claim the amount due. The papers relating to the claim came into their possesjommunlty, city, state or nation. The
be Tormer, also governs the latter

convincing.

a regard
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proach be general, so as to effect the shipping question. This line has been the
whole, they will the more resent it A one great example of American-built ocean
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Bowen, who waa found atarved to death Lobsters, Salmon, and everything in that
In a hot at Petersburg,N. Y., recently, line, even Mustard by measure, cau be
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Cure Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment : a
specificfor Hysteria, DIxElness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache.Mental Deprasalon,Loss of Memory. SpcrmiitorrhffiH, Impotoncy,Involuntary
tlou. Bend for College
Emissions.FrematnreOld Age, ennsed by over-cx
ertion,self abuse, or over-indulgence, which leans
10 misery, decay and death. One box will cure recent cases. Each box contains one mon.h s
ment. One dollar a box, al x boxes for five dollars ,
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mall prepaid on receiptof price.
We guarantee six ooxee to cure any case,
each order received by us for "six boxes, acompanted with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written guaranteeto return the money
If the treatmentdoes not effect a cure. Guarantees issued only when the treatment Is ordered
addraea <1. H.
direct from us. AddressJOHN O. WEjT * CO., to hia fellow-sufferen,
Hole Proprietors.181 A 188 W. Madlstm 8t.. Lhtca- 43 Chatham SC, N.
go, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Micb.KMy
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non resident defendant.And It is further ordered
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which may from time to time arise be- vania Railway Company, and fears are extween some of its members, and should pressed that without this support, or an
a difficulty become so serious that it can equivalent froffi private capital,it will go
no longer be concealed, they may, when down, as it does not pay. But before that
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and it especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
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al, by means of which every sufferer,no matter
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tutional.

and calculated to

Price 50 cents and |iao.

FOSTER, MILBURN

We

-AT THE-

State deem the retail and internal traffic

fronts the committee is not to determine

how

law, we have

pronouncingprohibitory laws

con-

dealer* ererywhete.DirectionsIn eight languages.

unlawful.

Is

the decision of the highest legal tribunals

Chief Justice

designed Is reaching completion it

ENGLISH LANGUAGES

selling of Intoxi-

common

In addition to

an

ARMY

using property for the injury of

is

world. Erery bottleguaranteed.Sold by medidna

to the injury

vacant seat was next tenderedto Senator of another, and the consent of the party
Edmunds, who felt obliged to refuse the injured is no mitigation of the offense.”

honor

REWARD.

>26.00

Line.

else
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CAUa LINEN.
HANDKERCHIEFS

Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks,

Dolmans, Cironlars, JMkets

From the flnest|8llktojthe cheapest.

HOSIERY, &C.,

Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,
Fur Trimmings,Muffs and Colors.

&C,

Also a Full Line of

Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
G.

Van Putten A Sons.

Holland, March i5th, 1881.
ly-

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

w

ftTvITDEOERGE,
.
mj.

eighth street

«or*i*Aisrr>

1

Th* OrvmhMt mo ippHr Belt weelrit A mew boi

JOHINGS.

an eight page paper.

Mobs snow.

See

be found in

field will

H

be itarted in

to

The Chicago and West Mich. Railway

Mr. Blaine’s eulogy on President Gar-

that your back-yard rubbish

factory

Muskegon.

full

on our

is

Wednesday last was

Born— To Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Doesbur^y
,hlf o
on Tuesday morning, March 7th, — a

observed in

-

daughter;
V
-

\d
f Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Kanters were made
pappy last Monday morning. It was a

h

---

i!Ir. R. Kanters, his

D. and

Capt.

home

Texas, yesterdaymorning.

Wm.

Hopkins, of Saugatuck,

There

is

The

Allegan

train

was two hours

late

last

Tuesday afternoon, caused by two box

cars

jumping the track.

An

ett'ortis being

ten thousand tons of freight

Mu.

Jas.

Van der

to

We

-

-

understandthat several of the lead-

ment of the lecture course.

other goods usually found in a Carpet Establishment.
Our stock will be all new and fresh; no old patterns, and our
prices will be guaranteed lower than any in the city.

boring for salt.

changed

West Olive correspondincwith

to

F.

A large and very nice stock of cashmeres, and spring poods have been received

& Bos. This firm

at the store of Stekctee

Mr. G. A. Morgan, has resigned his is making some improvements in

W. Wurzburg

now in New York City selectinng

is

NEW SPRING GOODS

their

For every department. Our stock this spring will be larger
than ever before. New Novelties arriving every day.
one more entertainment

position as editor of the Allegan Tribune. store. Go and see them.

and Mr. L. A. Amsden has taken

his

As there will be

the thunder storm last Saturday place.

During

And

The name of Pigeon station has been

secure Hon.

G. R. Wendling for the closing entertain-

CAEFETS AND OIL CLOTES,

Sluis, proprietor of

Milwaukee, awaiting shipment across ing business men of Spring Lake, have
organized a company for the purpose of
the lake.— Grand Z/uwn Newt Journal.

the name of the post office in that locality.

made

we have decided to add

from the VrijheiihJlannier,was in th« city last
Tuesday and made us a pleasant call.

in

Saturday morning.

Dry Goods

^ Johnson, of Green Bay, Wis.

.....

Mr. 1. Fons, R. Van Herwijnen and J.
Kordux arrived home from Texas, last

In addition to our usual large and varied stock of

sold the schooner Elva last week to Capl.

sons Rokus, John

Gerardus, arrived

ST. Cflll'ET STORE!!

sixth Co , pays to its employees at Muskegon,
over $35,000 per month.

cleaned up.

city as a day of prayer.

CAML

given in the lecture course after Miss

you

Don’t buy your Carpets until

night, the lightning struck the schooner;

There will be no lectureon the College Meade’s, it will be arranged for holders of
Joses, doing about $25 damages.
our prices.
Course next Tuesday evening, as the season tickets,to retain the body of the
The schooner D. A. Wells, of Milwau- lecturer appointed for that day has ticket next Friday evening, to be used for

see

our new stock and

J

admissionto the

kee, arrived in this port last Monday. decliued.
This

is

the

arrivalof the season.

first

Our

contributorshave lurnished us a

Prof, G. E. Boer, of Grand Rapids, large supply of spring portry, which we
will be obliged to lay aside until our present
will occupy the pulpit of the Holland
snow storm “lets up."
Christian Ref. Church of this city, tomorrow.
List of letters remaining in the post-

— -

Mr.

B.

Van

Raalte, our enterprising

COK-

Agricultural Implement dealer, has found
hie present

WURZBURG.

W.

F.

Inst lecture.

emporium on

CANAL

BRONSON

Sc

River street, to

STS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

small to accommodate his large stock, and

-

is activelyengaged in building an addition

office at Holland, Mich., March 7, 1882: of 28x48 feet. Farmer’s give Mr. Van
The new tug belonging to Mr. Frank
Rnalle a call, you will be able to deal to
Mr. N. Keen, Miss Hannah Van Houen.
Brower, of this city, being built at Duncan
your advantage.

STEKETEE’S

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

Robertson's yards, will be launched by the

middle

of April.

Mr. C. H. Harmon, the barber of

the

First Ward, has bought the lot opposite

The date

for Miss Ella

June Meade’s

readings here has been positivelyfixed for

The authoritiesof the C. & W. M. railMr. E. J. Harrington’s store, and will put next Friday evening, March 17, when she
way have concluded to build a depot at
up a two story building. That’s what we will give the next entertainmentof the
Whitehall, Mich. The work was comlecture course. The complete satisfaction
like to see.
menced last week.
given by her in this city two years ago,
Our Marshal arrested last Saturday renders it unnecessary to say anything in
It is rumored that a fruit canning and
night, an individual who had been ap- her praise. Reserved seats will be on sale
Iryiug establishmentis to be started in
propriating to his own use, wearing two days In ad vane**.

Neuralgia Drops,

\

We
facL^

this city during the coming season.
that the rumor is founded on

apparel belongingto Mr. G. J. Haverkate.

Tbe only medlclnoa used wltbont turning (be
stomach wrong aide out. I warrant the euro of

---

The

following are the subjects of dis-

Justice Roost “sent him up" for thirty
course iu the English Churches in this city,
Miss Meade will be requested to give days.
for to-morrow’s services:
“The Bugal Song" next Friday evening.
Grand opening at the store of G. Van
Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor.
The rendering of- this piece shows the Putten & Sons, Monday, March 13th. A
Morning, “Obedience in the Home and in
perfectionthat can be attained in voice full line of Spring Goods have been
Society." Evening,“Parable of the wicked
culture.
received and will he ready for the public Husbandmen."
Methodist EpiscopalChurch— Rev. M.
A very fine and large stock of jet by that time.— Look out for new advertise

NEURALOIA,

•

jewelry, musical instruments,and

the

.

meut next week.

The

latest style of designs in jewelry, plated

and

election slate

we

have seen

by our popular jeweler, Mr. 0. Brsyman.

municationto the VrijheidsBannier. The

Give him

correspondentmentions the name of Bro.

a call.

A meeting

of the members of the First

Ref. Church, was held in their church
edifice last

Wednesday

from which to

• following trio

select

a pastor. The

nominee

the Qrondicet as the possible

for city clerk.

We

presume the

correspondent desiresto take this means
of recognizing the valuable services Bro.

Verwey

lias

renderedthis community.

Wm.

of

Grand Rapids.
Zylen, wh*

'Was missing so mysteriouslyabout
Asth of last ^November, was found
/ Friday floatingin

BuildingCommittee, in

the,
las]

letting

ing of a new school house for said district,

it,

and deserves the attentionof

all

concerned in

that road.

and an inquest was held, lasting nearly

Mebsri. Schouteu

&

Scheppcrs, the

Monroe

St.,
Dealer in

In

interested

in

that all

who

improvements, either

entirely new

Machineryof

in

day Saturday, but nothing could bej druggists of the First Ward, are making agriculture or fruit culture, are invited to
found that showed fou^ play, and Lb' some costly and elegant improvements in attend. Both he and the members of the
association, are determined that these
jury brought in a verdict of “death froi
their store, among them is the paintingof
meetings shall be both interesting and
\some cause unknown to this jury.”
the panels of their counters, making them
profitable and are using their best en
oil landscapepaintings. Mr. C. Scbrier is
'STitTWin. Beojaminse, editor of the
deavors to make them such. This is a
doing the work, and is also engaged in
Hollander, was taken by surprise last
move in the right direction.To make
painting oil paintings to be used in adverFriday afternoon. A party of relatives
fruit culture a success it must be worked
tising the medicineswhich are put up by
and friends had gathered at his home,
Intelligently,and as so much must be
ttiis firm.
unbeknown to him, for the purpose of
learned by experience, either of one self
celebratingthe 50lh anniversary of his
The southern extension of the Chicago or another, they can profit much by exbirth. After working hard all day & West Mich. Railway is nearly com- changing ideas with each other, and
he pursued his weary way homeward pleted to La Porte. Ind. The telegraph giving the results of their experience.
to be mbt at the threshold by children, line is now being put up. An amusing
brothers, sisters and friends, who greated feature of the work was the building of
Beal Estate Transfers in Ottawa
him with expressions of well-wishes and a bridge over the Michigan Central R. R.,

New

And we are

with gladness. In

^

a late issue of the

Chicago Times we

find the following: “The Chicago and

West Michigan Railway is building an
extension from

New

Buffalo, its present

terminus, on the Michigan Central, to
Crosse,

Ind.

In building to that poinf,

La
it

secures connection with the Baltimore
and Ohio, the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern,the Pittsburgh, Cincinnatiand
. St. Louis, and the Louisville,New

Albany

i and Chicago railways. Connection with
'

Abe

last

named line

is said to

be the

par-

tloular object of the extension. This will

form a new north and south line to
the lumber regions of Michigan. From
Jan. 1, to Oct.

1,.

1881, the Chicago and

West Michigan Railway earned $774,282,
as

compared with $600,414 in

the

same

period of 1880. In the last three months

of the year the earnings of the new
branches were merged with those of the
main stem, and the record Is: From Oct.
1.

1881, to Jan. 1, 1882, gross earnings

$363,154, as compared with $295,105
'

earned during the same period of 1880 by
the separate organizations,or of $230,606

the objection, made by the Michigan Cen- be bona fide sales, quit claims, where th
tral authorities,to having a crossing put consideration is very small, not given.
in.

Thomas Penis and wife to Ransom Dond. n W

X

ing the past year the company raised
$2,000,000 by sales of bonds for tbe construction of the extension to
>d other

improvements.'’

La

Crosse,

27-8-18. $3,600.

Avery to Anna Uroneau, lot 2 blk 8 Bn
add., 8piinK Lake. $200.
Anna Bronkeau to lloll.Chr.Ref. Church lot 2 bl
8 Bryant’s add. Spring Lake. $225.
Martin* Elzinga is convelescent Edward Boltwood by udmr. to Cornelia Boss lol
5 & 6 blk 9 Munroe & Harris add. G. Haven.$50<
after a six weeks illness.
Jantje Schoenmaker to Lambertns Schlpper 4x1
rds in n e cor. aec. 24-5-15. $125.
Building material is being drawn for a Cornelius Bos and wife to Wibbe hkkens n W 1<
6 blk 9 Monroe & Harris add. Grand Haveu.$25i
new church on main street.
TheodoreP. Sheldon et al to Dingeman Kraddux
%
*
n w * aec. 23-5-16. $819 14.
P. Shelddn et al to Jan Van den Brin
Miss Kate Blake of Grand Rapids, is Theodore
etfeKn wKaec.,23— 5-10. $325.
Anna 8. Van Raalte to Cornelia De Waard e K 1c
visiting friends in this burg.
4 blk 83 Holland. $230.
Harm Wiersema to JozlenaWiersema o W lot5bl
Mr. A. De Kruif has sold his flue horse
38 Holland. $100.
James B. Porter and wife to John L. Conklin w ]
to a gentleman iu Grand Haven.
n w frl * aec. 2-6-14. $600.
Jan Luldena and wife to Peter Luidena partn!
Mr. Jas. Moerdyk is furnishingrooms n e J4 aec. 21-6-15. $1,000.
Teonie Raterlnk to Berend J. Venekl&sen 89J
above his store for a future residence.
acrealnaeXaeMaec.lt— 5-15. $1,950.
Frank Cook to David J. Cable a e X n e M sec. I
-8-16. $425.
F.
Driele was in town this
Lawton B. Stearns and wife to Geo. L. Stcarr
week visitingMr. C. J. De Roo and family.
ond. X of lot 1 & 2 blk. 7 and lots 5 & 6 blk.
all in Munroe A Harris add.. Grand Haven.S3,00i
Eliza J. Stewart to Mannes Kiekintveld, e 45 ft, k
Mr. G. Roozenraad has the foundation 5. blk 36. Holland. $525.
laid for his new house. A wedding is next John II. Hennance and wife to Henry W. Hate
• w X • w X, sec. 8-8-14. *181.
in order.
Lcuntje Van den Berge to Jacobus Van den Bera
^•»*
and X of w 194 ft of e X lot 10, blk 81, Uollau
Noyes

Jewelry, Watches,
SilTOTirj,PliMvin,

1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work cao be war-

Mr.

Van

Ji*
„
Brusse.

Mrs. A. B. Busman, of Hamilton, paid T*1®00-,f
. bjief visit this week t0 he, parents, Mr.

4

New

York,

84-6-18. $600.

A

STEAM

DRY kiln
IND TUI

All

to be just as

represented.

Or anythlngln our line manufactured on abort
notice.

I will

88-Iy

also keep on band a full Kuo of

SPECTACLES
—and a—

WERKMAN

MARK

The Great En-TRADK Mi

for

FIRST

BREYMAN.
1881.

48-ly

WARD

Grocery House

Sperma-

torrhea, Impotency, and all

trouble to show Goods.
1,

acminalweak

neaa,

Come and examine our stock. No
O.

VAN ARK.

gllah Remedy,
an unfailingcure

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

A

GRAr'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TICAOK

Diaeaaeathatfol*

lowaeaiequence.

—

of 8clf

Abuaet'aa

\

tudo, Pain in tbe Back, Dlmneaa of Vlalon, Pr<
mature Old Age, and many other Dlaeaaea thi
lead to InsanityorConaumptionand a Prenn
tare Grave.
. BfPull particularsIn our pamphlet, which w
dealre to aend free by mall to every one. Th
Specific Medicine la eoldbyall drugil.t at $1 pi
package, or alx packages for $5, or will be set
free by mall on receipt of (he money, by a<

dreasing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
Fo, 8.,. 1.

JAMES RYDER,

Prop'r.

GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICES IN

THE

b.rMr*!? §arcllMOjt{jeinterett formeriy^owned
devote my entire attention to the GroceryBub*
InoM, and therefore reepectfnllycall the attention
of the cltlzena of Holland to my new butineea.
The store la on the
will

Cor.

Eighth and Fish

JEWELRY STORE

St.

ALBERS,

J.
8th

d,

Boscb et al
WilliamM. Ferry and wife to William French, pa
lot7, b'.kT. Ferrysbarg.$40.
Healy C. Akeley and wife to John Honda, 8x8 rd<
s fr. n w frl X. •<«. 21—8—16. $270.
Orion Thompsonand wife to Mary A. Phillips,e
n w X
e X of aec. 26-36—13. $500.
Robert Ohandler to Nelaon Barker, n w X n w J
aec.

WE HAVE

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
the Goods are warranted
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,

.

G.mt Van
a X lot 263. Grand Haven. $700.

where she has been giving readings and
recitations.

^

sad wife u.

Miss Wyona Bradfield has returned
home after an extended eastern trip to
Rochester, and other places in

.

who

ranted.

L.

e

aatlafy all

Re-Sawing Done.

mi Fancy Hoods,

H.

Mr.

—

we can
want

confident

on

ant's

earned in 1880 by the old Chicago and and Mrs. G.
West Michigan Railroad company. Dur-

»ec.

s

Approved Patterns,

the most

Planing, Matching,

County.

enough to convey
head in amazement,and the numerous over nil Chicago & West Michigan trains
For the week ending Feb. 6, 1882.
costly and useful articles that were pre- without interferingwith the Michigan
•ented to him, filled his veuerable heart Central R. R. This was done to avoid
This list includes ooiy such as seem t
Buflalo, high

rebuildingour new ahop we have parchaaed

are

all

congratulations that fairly bowed his hoary at

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Otto Breyman raCElTXX
Planing Mill

office of A. Visscher, Esq., in this :ity.

The president informs us

notiflei

9

8

Proprietor.

held last

Range 16 West, was presented to the sustained, there being only one dissenting
Highway Commissioner of Holland Town- vote.
ship and rejected.The matter has been
One week from to-day, the 18th inst.,
appealed to the Town Board. This is the a meeting of the Farmer’s and Fruitroad leading to the harbor, as we under* growei’s Association, will be held in the
stand

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

the build-

Tuesday evening, and the
Board and Committee fully

Price 50c per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL ERTTOaiSTS.

township of Holland, which

was called for the purpose of coming to
an understauding on what was stated as
the arbitrary action of the Board and

was

the river near the Sprinj

Lake bridge. Coroner Gray was

district No. 4,

A petition to discontinuethat part of
Moer- Lake street road running through Sec. 34, action of the

dyk, of Milwaukee; Rev. L. J. Hulst,

The body of Henry Van

Is the only enre cure for the deitroctton of the
D. Terwilliger, Pastor. Morning, “What Pin Worm, and It also takea the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No pbyaic la neceraary.Price, only 25
is giving! ” Evening, “Going to Sea."
cents per bottle. For aale by all Durggista. Be*
ware of counterfeits.
A meeting of the citizens of school

to the highest instead of the lowest bidder,

was selected:Rev. Wieliu-

ga, of the Netherlands;Rev.

J

Verwey of

afternoon, for the

purpoSe of selecting a trio of ministers,
.

first

solid silver ware, has been received offered this year, was published in a com-

providing It Is used according to direction.

Street, HOLLAND, MICH.

Give us a trial before
you judge us.
RYDER.
1881. HHf
JAS.

Holland, April

13.

Clocks which bare been sold for $4, are
for sale at $3. The entire stock on
hand will be sold st that rate. Plated

ow

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 dsys.
Oct.

15.

1881.

87-1j

t

!— -frt

wm:

accept, and left no memories save those which
were recalled with delight and transmittedwith
Eloquent memorial Addreea upon the profit and with pride.
Life and Character of the Late PresGarfield’s early opportunities for securing an
education were extremelylimited, and yet were
ident, bf
O. Blaine.
sufficientto develop in him an intense desire
to learn. He could read at S years of age, and
[Deliveredat the Memorial Rervioo at Waahlngtnn, each winter he had the advantage of the district school He read all the books he fonnd
Feb. 27, 1883. J
Mu. Pkshident : For the second time in this within the circle of his acquaintance. Borne of
generationthe great dopartmonts of the Gov- them he got by heart While yet In childhood
ernment of the United States are assembled in he was a constant student of the Bible, and
became familiarwith its literature. Tho digthe Hall of Representatives
to do honor to the
memory of a murdered President. Lincoln fell nity and earnestness of his speech in his matnrer life gave evidence of this early training.
at the close of a mighty struggle in which the
At 18 years of ago he wss able to teach
passions of men had been deeply stirred.The
school and thenceforwardhis ambition was to
tragical terminationof his great life added but
obtain a college education.To this end he
another to tho lengthenedsuccession of horrors
bent all his efforts, working in the harvest field,
which had marked so many lintels with the
at tbe carpenter'sbench, and in the winter
blood of the first born. Garfield was slain in a
season teaching the common schoolsof the
day of peace, when brother had been reconciled
neighborhood.
to brother, and when anger and hate had been
While thus laboriously occupiedhe found time
banished from the land. “ Whoever shall hereto proseentehis studies, and was so successful
after draw the portrait of murder, if he will
that at 22 he was able to enter tbe Junior class
show it as it has been exhibited, where, such example was least to have been looked for, let at WilliamsCollege, then under the Presidency
of the venerable and honored Mark Hopkins,
him not give the grim visage of Moloch, ths
who, in the fullness of his powers, survived
brow knitted by revenge, the face black with
the eminent pupil to whom he was of inestisettled hate. Let him draw rather a decorous,
mable service.
smooth-faced,bloodless demon, not so much an
The history of Garfield’s life to this period
example of human nature in its depravityand
presents no novel features. Ho had undoubtin its paroxysms of crime as an infernal being,
edly shown perseverance,self-reliance, selfa fiend in the ordinary display and developsacrifice and ambition — qualities which, bo it
ment of his character.
aid for the honor of our country, are everyFrom the landing of the pilgrims at Ply- where to be found among the young men of
tbe uprising against Charles
America. But from his graduationat Williams,
1
onward to the hour of his tragical death, Garmrsuit oL field’s career was eminent and exceptional.
indeiJen- Blowly working through his educational period,
dence rather than for worldly honor and profit,
receiving his diploma when 24 years of age, ho
the emigrationnaturally ceased when the con- seemed atone bound tovpring into conspicuous
test for religious liberty began in earnest at
and brilliantsuccess. Within six years he was
home. The man who struck his most effective successively President of a college, State Senblow for freedom of conscience by sailing for ator of Ohio, Major General of the army of
the colonies in 1620 would brve been accounted the United States, and Representativeto the
a deserter to leave after 1640. The opportun- national Congress— a combinationof honors so
ity had then come on the soil of England for
varied, so elevated, within a period so brief, and
that great contest which establishedtbe au- to a man so young, is withoutprecedentor parallel iu the history of the country.
thority of Parliament,gave religious freedom
Garfield's armv life was begun with no othre
to the people, sent Charles to tho block and
committed to the hands of Oliver Cromwell the military knowledge tnan suen as ne nan nasuiy
supreme executive authority of England. The gained from books in the few months precedEnglish emigration was never renewed, and ing his march to the field. x Stepping i.*m civil
from these 20.000 men, with a small emigration life to the head of a regiment, tho first orderfrom 8cotlauaand from France, are descended bo received when ready to cross tho Ohio was
the vast numbers who have New England blood to assume command of a brigade aud to opein tbeir veins. In 1635 tbe revocationof tbe rate as au independent force iu Eastern Ken-

James

.

‘

L
Endam

Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV. scatteredto
other countries 400,000 Protestants,who were
among the most intelligentand enterprising of
the French subjects— merchantsof' capital,
skilled manufacturersand handicraftsmen
superior at tbe time to ail others in Europe. A
considerable number of these Huguenot French
came to America. A few landed m New England and became prominent in Us history.
Tbeir names have in arge part become anglicized, or have disappeared, but tbeir blood is
traceable in many of the most reputable families, and tbeir fame is perpetuated in houorabie memorialsand useful institutious. From
these two sources, the English Puritan and tbe
French Huguenot, came the late President,his
father, Abram Garfield, being descended trotn
the one, and his mother, Eliza Ballou, tiom
the other. It was good stock on both sides
noue better, uouo braver, none truer. There
was in it an inheritanceof courage,of manliness, of imperishablelove of liberty, of undy-

—

ing adherence to prmciple. Garfield was
proud of his blood, and, with as much satisfaction as if he wore a British nobleman reading
his stately ancestral record in Burke’sPeerage,
he spoke of himself as ninth in descent from
those who would not euduro tho oppressionof
the Stuarts,and seventh m descent from the
brave French Protestantswho refusedto submit to tyranny even from the Grand Mouarque.
Gen. Garfield delighted to dwell on these
traits,aud during bis only visit to England he
busied himself in discoveringevery trace of
his forefathers in parish registriesaud
on ancient army rolls. Sitting with a
friend in the gallery- of tho House
of Commons one night, after a long day’s
labor in this early field of rese&rcn, he said $itb.

evident elation that in every war in which
for three centuriespatriots of English blood
had struck sturdy tylowa for constitutional government and human libertybis family bad been
represented. They were at Marstoa Moor, at
Naseby and Prestou ; they were at Bunker Hill,
at Saratoga and at Monmouth, and his own
person had battled in the same great cause
the war which preserved the Union ef States.
Losing his father before he was 2 years old, the
early life of Garfield was one of privation, but
its poverty has been made indelicately aud unjustly prominent Thousands of readers have
Imagined him as tbe ragged, starving child,
whose realitytoo often greets* the lye 'in the
squalid sections of our large citiea. ’ Gca. Garfield’s mfancy and youth had none of the
pitifulfeatures appealing to the tender heart
and to the open hand of chanty. He was a
poor boy in the same sense in which Henry Clay
was a poor boy ; in which Andrew Jackson was
a poor boy ; in which Darnel Webster was a
poor boy ; in the same sense in which a large
majorityof the eminent men of America in all
generationshave been poor boys.

m

tucky. His immediate duty was to check the
advance of Humphrey Marshall, who was
marching down tho Big Sandy, with tho intention of occupying, iu connection with other
Confederateforces, the entire territoryof Kentucky, and of precipitating
tho State' into secession. This was at the close of tho year 1861.
Seldom if ever has a young college professor
been thrown into a more embarrassingand
discoiuaging position. He know just enough
of military science, as he expressed it himsglf,
to measure the extent of his ignorance,and,
with a handful of men, he was marching in
roagh winter weather into a strange country,
among a hostile population, to confront &
largdy-supenorforce under the command of a
distinguished graduate of West Point, who had
seen active aud important service iu two preceding wars. Tbe result of the campaignis
matter of history. The skill, the endurance,
tho extraordinaryenergy shown by Garfield,
tbe courage he imparted to his men, raw and
untried as himself ; the meai-ures he adopted to
increase his force and to create in the enemy's
miud exaggerated estimatesof his numbers,
bore perfect fruit in tho routing of Marshall,
tho captureof his camp, the dispersion of Ins
force and the emancipation of an important
territory from tho control of the rebels. Coming at the close of the long series of disasters
to the Union arms, Garfield’s victory had an
unusu&l and extraneous im[)ortance, and, iu
tbe popular judgment, elevated the young commander to tiie rank of & military hero. With
less than 2,000 men in his entire command,
with a mobilized force of only 1,100, without
cannon, he had mot an army of 5.000 and defeated them, driving. Marshall's forces successfully from two strongholdsof their own sqlectien, fortified with abundant artillery. Maj.
Gen. Buell, commander of the Department of
Ohio, an experienced soldier of the regular
army, published an order of thanks aud congratulations on the brilliant result of the Big
Sandy campaign, which would have turned tbe
bead of a less cool and sensible man than Garfield. Buell declared that bis services bad
called into action tbe highest qualitiesof a soldier. anl President Lincolnsupplemented these
words of praise by tho more substantial reward

of a BrigadierGeneral'scommission, to bear
(Me from the day of his decisive victory over
Mar i ball
The rabsequent militarycareer of Garfield
the brilliant beginning. With
his now commissionhe was assigned to tbe
command of a brigadein the Army of the Ohio
and took part in the second and decisive day’s
fully sustained

fight in the great battle of Shiloh.
The remainder of the year 186^ was not especially eventfulto Garfield, as it was not to

the armies with which ho was serving. His
practical sense was called inlo exercise in contemplatingthe task assigned him 6y Gen. Buell
of recousiructingbridges and re-establishing
lines of railway communicationfor tho army.
His occupation in this useful but not brilliant
field was varied by service on courts-martial of
importance, in which departmentof duty be
won a valuable reputation, attractingtbe notice and securing tbe approvalof the able and
eminent Judge Advocate General of the army.
That of itself waa warrant to honorable fame,
for among tho groat men who in tho-ie trying
days gave themselves,with entire devotion,to
tbe service of their country one who brought to
that service the respect, learning, tho most fervid eloquence, the most varied attainments,
who in tue day of triumph sat reserved and silent and grateful,"as Francis Deak in the
hour of Hungary’s deliverance,”was Joseph
Hoit, of Kentucky, aud in his honorable retirementhe enjoys the respectaud veneralion
of all who love the union or the States.
Early in 1863 Garfieldwas assigned to the
highly’importantand responsible post of Chief
of Staff to Gen. Rosecrans,then at the head of
the Army of tbe Cumberland. Perhaps in a
great military campaignno subordinateofficer
requires sounder Judgment and quicker knowledge of men than the Chief of Staff to the

before a great mnltitndeof men in a public
speech Mr. Webster bore this testimony:*“ It
did not happen to me to be born in a log-cabifi,
bat my elder brothers and sisters were born in
a log-cabin, raised amid the snow-dnfts of New
Hampshireat a period so early that when the
smoke rose first from its crude chimney and
curled over the frozen hills there was no similar evidence of a white man's habitation between it and the settlementson the rivers of
Canada. It remains still. I make it an annual visit I carry my childrento it to teach
them the hardshipsendured by tbe generations
which have Rone before them. I love to dwell
on the tender recollections,tbe kindred ties,
tbe early affections, an<i too touching narratives and incidents wmob mingle with all'’
I know of this primitivefamily abode, with
the requisite change of scene, the same words
would aptly portray the early days of Garfield.
The povertyof the frontier,where all are engaged in a common struggle, and where a
common sympathy and hearty co-operation
lighten the burdens of each, is a very different
poverty— different in kind, different In influence and effect from that conscious and humiliatingindigence which is every day forced
to contiast itself with neighboring wealth, on commanding General An indiscreet man in
which it feels a sense of grindingdependence. such a positioncan sow more discord, breed
Tbe poverty of the frontier Is indeed no pov- more Jealousy, and disseminate more strife
erty. It is bnt the beginning of wealth, and tnan any other officer in the entire organizahas the boundlesspossibilities
of tbe future al- tion. When Gen. Garfield assumed his new
ways opening before it No man ever grew up dnties he found variom troubles already well
developedaud seriously affecting tho valne and
in tbe agricultural regions pf the West, where
efficiencyof the Army of the Cumberland.Tho
a house-raising or even a oorn-husking is matcnercy, the impartiality and tbe tact with
ter of common interest or helpfulness, with
another feeling than that of broad-minded, which he sought to allay these dissensions and
generous independence. This honorable inde- to discharge the duties of his new and trying
pendence marked the yonth of Garfield, as it position will always remain one of tho most
marks the youth of millions of the best blood atriking pioofs of his great versatility. His
aud brain now training for tbe future citizenship military duties closed on the memorable field of
and lutura government of the republic. Gar- Chickainauga.a field which, however disastrous
to tbe Union arms, gavo to him the occasion of
field was bom heir to land, to the title of freeholder, which has been the patent and passport winning imperishablelaurels. The very rare
of self-respect with the Angio-Saxon race ever distinction was accorded him of a great prosince Hcngist aud Horsa landed on tbe shores motion for his braveryon a field that was lost.
of Eng laud. His adventure on the canal, an PresidentLincolnappointed him a Major General in the army of the United States “ for galalternative between that and the deck of a Lake
Erie schooner,was a farmer boy's device for lant and mentonousconduct in the battle of
i h clittnianga."
eai nlng money, Just as tbe New England lad beThe Armv of tbe Cumberland was reorgangins a possibly great career by sailing before tho
mast on a coasting vessel or on a merchantman ized nqder the command of Gen. Thomas, who
hound to the farther India or to tbe China seas. promptly offered Garfield one of its divisions,
No manly man feels anything of shame in look- Hn was nxtremelvdesirous to aocept the position, bnt was embarrassed by the fact that he
ing back to early struggleswith adverse cirhad a year before been elected to Congress,
cumsiauces, and no man feels a worthierpride
than when he has conquered the obstacles to and the time when be must take his scat was
drawing near. He preferredto remain in the
hit progress. B it no ouo of noble mold desires to be looked npon as having occupied a
military service, and had within his own breast
tbe largest confi lonco of success in the wider
mcniftl position, as having been repressedby a
feeling of inferiority,or as having suffered the
field which his u *w rank opened to biro. Balancing tho argun euts op tho one side and the
evils of povertyuntil relief was found at the
hand of chanty. Gen. Garfiell’s yonth pre- other, anxious tb itetenhine what was for the
sented no hardships wluch family love aud best, desirous obo' a ail tilings to do his patr.-
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otio duty, be was decisively iufluencedby the
advice of President Lincoln aud Secretary
Stanton,both of whom assured him that he
could at that time bo of especial value in the
House of Representatives.He resigned bis
commission of Major General on tbe 5th day of
December, 1863, and took bis seat iu the House
of Representatives on the 7th. He had served
two years and four months in the army, and
had jnst completedhis 32d year.

*

No campaign. No might nor greatnessIn mortalmore important Or exacting duty devolved ity can censureescape, back-wounding calumny
npon him than the selection of the field and the whitest virtue strikes. What King so
the time for contest. He must know not strong tie the gall up in the slanderous
merely how to strike,bnt where to strike and tongue? Under it afi he was calm, and strong,
when to strike. He often skillfully avoids the ana confident, never lost his self-possession,
strength of his opponent's position and scat- did no nnwise act, spoke no hasty or ill-conters confusionin ms ranks by attacking an ex- sidered word. Indeed,nothing in his whole life
posed point, when ready the righteousnessof is more remarkable or more creditable than his
right, but, nght or wrong, la for his party.

tbe oanse and the strength of the logical intrenebment are against him. He conquers often both against the right and the heavy battalions, as when young Gbarlea Fox, in the
days of hii ToryUm, carried the Home of Commons against justice, against immemorial
righta, against bis own con /unions—if, indeed,
at thit period Fox bad con /ictious— and in tbe
interests of a corrupt adm ustration, in obedience to a tyrannicuho\e.cigu,drove Wilkes
from tho seat to which tli > electors of Middle-

Thu Thirty-eighthCongress is prominently
entitled in history to tho designation of the

War Congress. It was elected while the war
was flagrant, and every momtier was chosen
npon tji6 issues involved In tho continuanceof
the stniggle. The Thirty-seventh Congrois
had indeed legislatedto a large extent on war
measures, but it was chosen before any one
believed that secession of tbe States would be
actually attempted.Tbe maguitudeof the
work w'hich fell upon its successor was unprecedented both in respect to the vast sum of
money raised for support of tbe army and navy
and of the new and extraordinarypowers of
legislation which jt was forced to exercise.
Only twenty-four States were represented, and
182 members were npon its rolls. Among '.hese
wore many distinguished party leaders on both
sides— veterans in the pnulic service, with established reputations for ability,and with that
skill which comes only from parliamentaryexperience. Into this assemblageof men Garfield
entered, without specialpreparation, and, it
might almost be said, unexpectedly.Tho
question of taking command of a division of
troops under Gen. Thomas or taking his seat in
Congress was kept open till the last moment
so late, indeed, that the resignation of his military commission and his appearanoe in the

sex had chosen him. aud installed
Luttrcll,in defiance not raerelv of

bearingthrough those five fall months of vitapeiaton— * prolonged agony of trial to a sensitive man, a constant and cruel draft upon
the powers of moral endurance. The great
mass of these unjust imputations passed unnoticed, m<L with the general debris of tbe
campaign, fell into oblivion^But in a few instances the iron entered his soul, and he died
with the injury unforgotten, if not nuforgiven. One aspect of Garfield’s candidacy
was unprecedented. Never before in Uie history of partisan contests in this countryhad a
successful Presidential candidatespoken freely
on passing events aud ourreut issues. To attempt anything of the kind seemed novel,
rash and even desperate. The older class of
voters recalled the unfortunateAlabama
letter In which Mr. Clay was supposed
to have signed his political death-warrant.They
rememberedalso tne hot-temperedeffusionby .
which Gen. Scott lost a large share of his popu- W
lanty before his nomination,and the unfortun- f
ate speeches which rapidly consumed the
remainder. The younger voters had aeon Mr.
Greeley In a series of vigorous and original
addressesproparingthe pathway for bis own
defeat. Unmindful of there warnings, unheeding the advice of friends, Garfield spoke to
large crowds,as he Journeyedto and from New
York iu Augnat, to a great multitude in that
city, to delegationsand denotations of every
kind that called at Mentor during the summer
and autumn. With innumerable criiics watchful and eager to catch & phrase that might be
turned into odium or ridicule, or a sentenc*
that might be distorted to his owner his party's
injury, Garfield did not trip or halt in anv one.
of his seventy speeches. This seems all the
more remarkable when it is remembered that
he did not write what he said, and yet spoke
with such logical cousccutiveucssof thought
and such admirable decisionof phrase as to
defy the accident of misreportand the malignity of misrepresentation.
In tho beginningof Ins Presidential life Garfield's experiencedid not yield him pleasure or
satisfaction.The dnties that eiiKross so large
a portion of the President's time were distasteful to him, and were unfavorably contrasted
with bis legisiativowork.
“ I have been dealing all these years with
ideas,” he impatiently exclaimed one day,
“and here I’m dealingonly witb peVsons. I
have been beretofore treating of the fundamental principles of Government, and here 1 4
am considering all day whether A or B shall be'\
appointedto this or that ofli jo.’’
He was earnestly seeking some practicalway
of correctingthe evils arising from the distribution of overgrowu aud unwieldy patronage-evils always appreciatedand often discussed by him, but whoso magnitudebad been
more deeply impressed upon his miud since his
accession to tbe Presidency. Had be lived, a
comprehensive improvement in tho mode of
appointment and in tho tenure of office would
have been proposed by him, and, with the aid
of Congress,no doubt, perfected. But, while
many of tho executiveduties were not grateful to him, he was assiduous and conscientious
in their discharge. From the very outset he
exhibited administrative
talent of a high order. He grasped the helm of officewith the
hand of
master. In this respect,
indeed, he constantly surprised many who were
not most intimately associated with him in the
Government, and especially those who feared
he might be lacking m tbe executive faculty.
His disposition of business was orderlyand
rapid ; bis power of analysis and his skill in
classificationenabled him to dispatch a vast
mass of detail with singular promptness and
ease; hi* Cabinet meetingswere admirably conducted ; his clear presentation of official subjects, his well-considered suggestionsof to*
on which discussion was invited, his quick
sion when all had been heard, combined to show
a thoroughnessof mental training as rare as
his natural abilityand bis facile adaptation to a
new and enlargedfield of labor.

law but of public decency. For an achievement of that kind Garfieldwan diMiualiflod—
disqualified by tbe texture of bis miud, by the
honesty of his heart, by bis conscience, and by
every instinct and aspirationof his nature.
The three most distinguishedparliamentary
leaders hitherto developedin this country are
Mr. Clay, Mr. Douglas ana Tbaddeus Stevens.
Each was a man of consummate ability, of great
earnestness,of intense personality, differing
widelv each from the others, and yet with a
signal trait in common— tbe power to command.
In tbe give and take of daily discussion ; iu the
art of oontrolliugand consolidatingreluctant
and re factory followers ; in the skill to overcome a'l forms of oppositionand to meet with
House were almost contemporaneous.He competency and courage the various phases of
unlooked-for assault or unsuspecteddefection,
wore the uniform of a Major General of the
it would be difficult to rank with these a fourth
United States army on Saturday, and on Monday in civilian's dress he answered to the roll- name m all our Congressionalhistory. But of
these Mr. Clay was the greatest. It would,
caU as a Representative in Congress from tbe
perhaps,bo impossible to find in tbe
State of Ohio.
parliamentary annals or tue worm a parHe was especiallyfortunate in tho constituallel to Mr. Clay in 1841, when, at 64 years of
ency which elected him. Descended almost enago, ho took the control of the Whig party
tirely from New England stock, tho men of the
from the President who h>J received their sufAshtabula districtwere intensely radical ou all
frages, against the power of Webster in the
questions relating to human rights, well educated. thrifty,thoroughly intelligentin affairs, Cabinet, against tho eloquenceof Choate in the
Senate, against the herculean efforts of Caleb
acutely discerningof character,not quick to
bestow confidence and slow to withdraw it, they Cashing and Henry A. Wise in tho House. In
unshared leadership, in the pride and plentiwere at once the most helpful and most exacttnde of power, he hurled against John Tyler
ing of supporters. Their tenacious trust in
mou iu whom they have once confided is illus- with deepest scorn tho mass of that conquertrated by the unparalleled fact that Elisha ing column which had swept over the land in
1840, and drove his administrationto seek
Whittlesey, Joshua R. Giddings and James A.
shelter behind tbe lines of bis politicalfoes.
Garfield represented tho district for fifty-four
Mr. Douglas achieved a victory scarcely less
years. There is no test of a man's abilityin
wonderful when, in 1854, against the secret
any department of public life more severe than
desires of a strong administration, against tho
service in the House of Ropresentatives ; there
wise counsel of tho older chiefs, against tho
is no place where so littledeferenceis paid to
conservative instinctsand even the moral sense
reputationpreviously acquired, or to eminence
*ou outside ; no place where so littleconsidera- of the country, he forced a reluctantCongress
into a repeal of the Missouri compromise.Mr.
tion is shown for the feelings or failures of beginners. Wbat a man gains in tbe House be TliaddeusStevens, in his contest from 1865 to
1868, actually advanced his parlumeiitHryleadgains by sheer force of his own character, aud,
ership until Congress tied tho hands of tho
if he loses and falls back, ho must expect no
Presidentaud governed the country by it* own
mercy and will receive no sympathy. It is a
will, leaving only perfunctoryduties to be disfield in which tho survivalof the strongest is
charged by the Executive. With 6200,000,000
the recognizedrule, and where no pretense can
survive and no glamour can mislead. The of patronage in his bands at iho opening
of the contest, aided by tho active force of Sewreal man is discovered, his worth is impartially
woiehed,his rank is irrevocably decided. ard in the Cabinet and the moral power of
With possibly
single exception, Gar- Chare on tho bench, Andrew Johnson could
field was tbe youngest member in the not command the support of one-tbird in either
House when he entered, and was but seven bouse against the parliamentary uprisingof
which Th&ddcns Stevens was the animating
years from his college graduation ; bnt be had
spirit and the unquestionedloader. From
not been iu his seat sixty days before bis ability
these three great men Garfield differed radiwas recognized and his place conceded.He
cally— differed iu the qualityof his mind, in
stepped to tbe front with the confidence of one
temperament, in the form and phase of amwho belonged there ; the House was crowded
bition. He could not do wbat they did, but be
with strong men of both parties ; nineteen of
could do what they could not, and in tho
thorn have siuce been transferredto the Senbreadth of his Congressionalwork he left that
ate, and many of them have served with diswhich will long exert, a potentialiniluenco
tinction in the Gubernatorial chairs of their
among men, and which, measured by the serespectiveStates aud on foreign missions of
vere test of posthumouscriticism, will secure
great consequence. But, among all, none grew
a more enduring and more enviable fame.
so rapidlv, none so firmly, as Garfield. As io
Those nufamiliar with Garfield'sindustry aud
said bv ^eyelan of bis parliamentaryhero, Garignorantof the details of bis work may in some
field succeededbecauseall tho world in concert
could not have kept him in the background, degree measure them by the aunals of Conand because, whan once in the front, he gress. No one of tho generation of publio
men to which he belonged ban contributedso
played his part with a prompt intrepidity and
union that will be valuable for future refer
a comm&nningease that were but the outward
euce. His spoeebos are tmmeroiiB, many of them
symptoms of the immense reserves of energy
brilliant,all of them well studied, carefully
on which it was in his power to draw. Indeed,
phrased and exhaustive of tbe subjectunder
tho apparently reserved force which Garfield
consideration.'Collectedfrom the scattered
possessed was one of his great cliaracleristics.
pages of ninety roval octavo volumes of ConHe never did so well but that it seemed be
With perfect comprehensionof all the inheritgressional lira r(B, they would presentan incould easily have douo better. He never exances of tbe war, with a cool calculation of the
valuable compendiumof the politicalhistory of
pended so much strength but that ho seemed
obstacles in the way, impelledalways by a genthe most importantera through which tho nato be boldingadditional power at call This is
erons enthusiasm, Garfield connived that
tional Government has over passed. Whentkf
one of the happiest and rarest distinctions of
much might bo done by bis administration
an effective leader, and often counts for as history of this period shall bo impartiallywrit- toward restoringharmony between the differmuch in persuading au assembly as eloquent ten, when war legislation,measures of recon- ent sections of tno Union. Ho was anxious to
struction, protectionof human rights,amendaud elaborate argument.
go Bouth and speak to the people. As early as
ments to the constitution, maintenance of pubHis military life, illustratedby honorable perApril he had ineffectually endeavored to arlio credit, steps toward specie resumption,true
formance and rich in promise, was, as ho himrange for a trip to Nashville,whither he had
theories of revenue may lie reviewed, unsurself felt, prematurely terminated and necesrounded by prejudiceand disconnectedfrom been cordially invited, and he was again disapsarilyincomplete. Speculationas to what ho
pointeda few weeks after to find he could not
partisanism, the speeches of Garfield will be
might have done in a field where the great
go to Booth Carolina to attend tbe centennial
estimated at their true value, and will
prizes are so few cannot be profitable.It is
be found to comprise a vast magazine commemorationof the victory of Cowpena;
sufficientto say that as a soldier he did his duty
of fact and argument, of clear analysisand but for the autumn, ho definitely counted on
bravely, he did it intelligently,be won an ensound conclusion. Indeed, if no other a'utbority being present at tnree memorable assemblies in
viable fame and be retired from tbe service
tbe Boutb— the celebration at Yorktown, ths
were accessible his speeches in the House of
without blot or breath against him. As a law- Representatives
from December, 1863, to June. opening of the Cotton Exposition at Atlanta,
yer, though admirably equipped for tho pro1880, would give a well-conuectedhistory and
and the meeting of the Army of the Cumberfession, ho can scarcely be said to have entered complete defense of tbo important legislation
land at Chattanooga He was already turning
on its practice.
of tbe seventeeneventful vears that constitute over in his mind his address for each occasion,
The few efforts made at the bar were dis- his parliamentarylife. Far beyond that* his
and the three taken together,he said to a
tinguished by the same high order of talent •peecles would be fonnd to forecastmany
fnend. gave him tho exact scope and verge he *
which he exhibited on every field where he was great measures yet to bo completed— measures
needed. At Yorktown he would have beforMh
put to the test, and, if a man may be accepted which he knew were beyond the public opinion
him the associationsof a hundred yeanf
as a competent judge of his owu capacities and
of the hour, but which iie confidently believed
that bound the Bouth and the North in the
adaptations,the law was tho profession to would secure popular approval within the peaacred memory of a common danger and a comwhich Garfield should have devoted himself. riod of his own lifetime,and by tho aid of bis
mon victoiy ; at Atlanta he would present the
But fate ordained otherwise, and bis reputation own efforts. Differingas Garfielddid from
material interests and tbe industrial developin history will rest largely upon his services in
the brilliant parliamentaryleaders, it is not
ment which appealed to the thrift and indethe House of Representatives.That service easy to find bis counterpart anywhere in tbe
pendence of every household,and which should
was exceptionallylong. He was nine times record of American put-lic life. He perhaps unite the two sections by the instinct of selfconsecutively Congressmanto the House, an
more nearly resembled Mr. Seward in his suinterest aud self-defence.At Chattanooga,he
honor eujoyed by not more than six other premo faith in the all-conqueringpower of would revive memories of tho war only to show
Representatives
of the more than 1,000 who principle.Ho had the love of learning and the that, after all its disasters and all its sufferings,
have been elected from the organizationof the patient industry of investigation to which John
the country was stronger and greater, the
Goverument to this hour.
Adams owes his prominence and his Preeidoncy. Union rendered indissoluble, and the future,
As a parliamentaryorator, as & debater on He had some of those ponderous elements of
through the agony and blood of ono generaan issue squarely joiued, where the position mind which distinguishedMr. Webster, aud
tion, made brighter and better for all Garhad been chosen and tbe ground laid out, Gar- which indeed iu all our public life have left the field’s ambition for tbe snccess of his adminisfield must be assigneda very high rank— more
great MassachusettsSenator without an inteltrationwas high. With strong caution and
perhaps than any man with whom he was as- lectual peer. In English parliamentaryhistory conservatism in his nature, he was in no dansociated in public life. He gave careful aud
as in onr own tbe leaders in tho House of Comger of attempting rash experiments or ef resystematic study to public questions,and he
mons present points of essentialdifference sorting to the empiricism of statesmanship ;
came to every discussionm which ho took from Garfield. But some of bis methods recall bnt bo believed that renewed and closer atpart with elaborate and complete preparations.
tbe best features in the strong, Independent tention should be given to questions
He was a steady aud iudufatiirablo worker. course of Sir Robert Peel, and striking ftfTeciing the material interests and
Those who imagiue that talent or genius can resemblances are discerniblein that most
commercial prosperity of 50,000,000 of
supply tho placeorachieve the results of labor promising of modem Cousorvativoswho died
people. He believed that our' continental relawill find no encouragement in Garfield’s life. Iu
too early for his country and his fame, Lord
tions, wtenwve ami undeveloped a* they are
preliminarywork be was apt, rapid and skill- George Beutick. He had all of Burke's love
involved responsibility,and could be cultivated
ful He possessed In & high degree tho power for the sublimeand the beautiful, with possi- in profitable friendship,or be abandoned to
of readily absorbing ideas and facts,and, like bly something of his superabundance, and in
harmful indifference or lasting enmity. He beDr. Johnson, had the art of getting from a his faith and in bis magnanimity, in his power lieved with equal confidencethat an essen
book all that was of valne in it by a reading of statement, in his subtle analysis, in hi* forerunner to a new era of national prog'
apparently so quick and cursory that it seemed faultless logic, in his love of literature,in his
must be a feeling of contentment in everv ___
like a mere glance at the table of contents. wealth and world of illustration,one is retion of the Union, end % general belief that the
He was pre-eminently a fair and candid minded of that great English statesman of to- benefits and burdens of government would be
man; in debate he took no potty ad- day, who, confrontM with obstacles that would common to all Himself a conspicuous illusvantage, stooped to no unworthy 'meth- daunt anv but tbe dauntless, reviled by those tration of what ability and ambition mav do
ods, avoided personal allusion,rarely ap- whose supposed right* he is forced to invade, under republican institutions, he iovwi his
pealed to prejudice,did not seek to still labors with serene courage fdr the amelio- country with a passion of patriotic devotion,
inflame passion. He had a quicker eye for the
ration of Ireland and for the honor of the
and every waking thought was given to hei adstrong point of his adversarythan for his weak English name.
vancement He was an American in all his aspoint, and on his own side ho so marshaled his
Garfield’s nominationto the Presidency, while pirations, and be looked to the destiny and inweighty arguments as to make his hearers for- not predicted or anticipated, w&* not a surprise fluence of the United States with the philoget any possible lack in the complete strength to the country. His prominencein Congress, soplucal,composure of Jefferson and the demof bis position. He bad a habit of stating his his solid qualities,his wide reputation, strength- onstrative confidence of John Adams.
opponent’sside with snch amplitude of fairness ened bv his then recent electionas Senator
The politicalevents which disturbed the Presaud such liberalityof concessionthat his fol- lion. Ohio, kept him in tho public eye as a man ident’s' serenity for many weeks before that
lowers often complained that he was giving hi*
occupying tbe very highest range among those fateful day in July form an importaut chapter
case away. Bat never in his prolonged partici- entitled to be called statesmen. It was not
in his career, and in hi* own jndgment involved
pation in the proceedingsiu tno House did he
mere chance that brought him this high honor. matters of principle and of right which are vigive his case away or fail, m tho judgment of
“ We must,” says Mr. Emerson, “reckon suc- tally essential to the constitutional administracompetent and impartiallisteners,to gain tho cess a constitutional trait. If Eric is in robust tion of the Federal Government It would
mastery. These characteristicswhich marked beal ai and has slept well &nd is at tbe top of be out of place here and now to speak
Garfield as a great debater did not, however,
bis condition and 30 years old at his departure the language of controversy,but tbe evt nts
make him a great parliamentaryleader.A par- from Greenwald, lie will steer west and hi* ship referred to, however they may continue
will reach Newfoundland.But take Eric nna
liamentary leader, as that term is understood
to be the sonroe of contention with others,
wherever free representativegovernmentex- put in a stronger and bolder man, and me snips have become, so far as Garfieldis concerned,
will sail 600, 1,000, 1,500 miles farther and
ists. is necessarily and very strutlytbe organ
as mnch a matter of history as his heroism at
of his party. Au ardent Amuncau defined the reach Labrador and New Eugl&nd. There is no Chickamangaor his illustriousservice m the
chance
in
results.”
instinctivewarmth of patriotism when he ofHouse. Detail is not needed, full and personal.
fered tbe toast, “ Our country, always right;
Antagonism shall not be rtkiuiiled by soy word
' As a candidate Garfieldsteadily grew In popbut, right or wrong, our country.”
ular favor. Ho was met with a storm of uttered to-day.
The parliamentaryleader who has & body of detraction at the very hour of bis nomination,
The motives of those opposing him are not
followersthat will do, and dare, and die for and it continued with increasingvolume and be here adversely interpretednor their course
the cause is one who believes his party always
momentum until the cUueof hi* victiriou* bawhly characterized* bnt ol the dead President

—

I

a

a

.

tbia ia* to be taid, and ‘ said becauie hie own
f peech la forever aUeaoed, and he can be no

V

1 more heard exoept through the fidelity and the
love of survivingfnenda. From the beginning
to the end of the controversy he eo much deplored the President was never for one moment actuated by motives of gain to himself
or Ions to others. Least of all did he harbor
revenge; rarely did he ever show resentment;

aud malice was not in bis nature. He was
congenially employed only in the exchange of
good offices and the doing of kindly deeds.
There was not an hour from the beginningof
the trouble until the fatal shot entered his
body when the Presidentwould not gladly, for
the sake of restoringharmony, have retraced
suy step he had taken, if such retracing-had
merely involved consequences personal to himself. The pride of consistency, or any supposed sense of humiliationthat might result
from surrendering his position, had not a
feather's weight with him. No man was less
subject to such influences from within or without ; but after most anxionsdeliberation and
the coolest survey of all circumstanceshe solemnly believed that the true prerogativesof
the Executivewere involved in the issue which
had been raised, and that he would be unfaithful to his supreme obligation if he failed to
maintain in all their vigor the constitutional
rights and dignities of the great office. He believed this in all tho convictions of conscience,
when in sound and vigoroushealth, and he l olieved it in his suffering and prostrationin the
last conscious thought which his weariedmind
bestowed on transitory struggles of life. More
thau this need not be said ; less than this could
not be said.
Justice to the dead, the highest obligation
that devolves upon the living, demands tho declaration that in all the bearings of the subject,
actual or possible, the President was contentin
his mind, justifiedin his conscience,
in his conclusions. ,i

immovable

The religions element in Garfield's character
was deep and earnest. In his youth he espoused the faith of the Disciples,a sect of that
groat Baptist communion which, in different
ecclesiastical establishments,is so numerous
and so influential through all parts of the
United States ; but the broadeningtendency of
his mind and his active spirit of inquiry were early
apparent, aud carried him beyond the dogmas
of sect and the restraints of association.In
•electing a college in which to continuehis education, he rejected Bethany, though presided
over by AlexanderCampbell, the greatest
preacherof his church. His reasons were characteristics!: First, that Bethany leaned too
heavily toward slavery ; and, second,that, be-

him more liberal, quoting
his own words, both in his religious
and general views, to go into
would make

Ja new circle and be under new influences.The
fliberal tendency which ho anticipated as the
result of wider culture was fully realised. He

was emancipated froip mere sootanan belief,
and with eager interest pushed his investigation in the directum of modem progressive
ti

ought

Ho followed with quickeningsteps in

the paths of explorationand speculation so
fearlessly trodden by Darwin, by Huxley, *by
Tyndall and by other living scientistsof the
radicaland advanced type. His ewn church
binding iis ihicipios by no formulatedcreed,

but accepting tho Old and New Testamentas
the word of God, with unbiased liberty of
private interpretation, favored if it did not
tlroqlato ihe spiritof investigation.
Its members profess with sincerity,snd profess only to
be of one mind and one faith with those who
followed the Master and who were first called
Christians at Antioch. But however high Gar• field reasoned of “fixed fate, free wfii, foreknowledge absolute,” he was never sep-

arated

from tho Church of

the

Disciples in his affections and in his associations. For him it held the Ark of the Covenant ;
to him was the gate of heaven. The world of
religious belief is full of solecisms aud contradictions.A philosophio observerdeclares that
men by the thousand will die in defense of
creed whoso doctrinesthey do not compred, and whoso tenets they habitually violate,
is equally true that men by the thousands
cling to church organizations with instinctive and undying fidelity when their belief in
mature years is radically different from that
which inspires them as neophytes. But after
this range of speculationand this latitude of
doubt, Garfield came back always with freshness
and delight to simpler instinctsof religiousfatth
which, earliestimplanted,longest survive.Not
many weeks before his assassination, walking
on the banks of the Potomac with a friend, and
anvereing on these topics of personal reion, concerning which noble natures have
an unconquerable reserve, he said that he
found the Lord’s prayer and the simple petitions learned in infancy infinitely restful to him,
not merely in their stated repetition, out in
their casual and frequent lecaii as he went
about the daily duties of life. Certain texts of
Scripture had a very strong hold on his memory and heart. He heard, while in Edinburgh
some years ago, au eminent Scotch preacher

who

prefaced his sermon with reading tho
eighth chapterof the Epistle to the Romans,
Which book had been the subject of careful
study with Garfield during all his religious life.
He was greatly impressed by the elocution of
the preacher, aud declared that it had imwaited s new and deeper meaning to tne
sjestio utterances of 8t. Paul He referred
wten in after years to that memorable
aervice,and dwelt with exaltation of feeling upon the radiant promise and the
assured hope with which the great

apostle of the Gentiles was persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor

things present, uor things to come, nor height,
nor depth, nor any other creature shall be able
to separate us from the love of God which is
in Christ Jesus our Lord. The crowning characteristicof Gea Garfield’sreligiousopioious,
as indeed all his opinions, was his liberality.
In all things he h&a charity. Tolerancewas of
bis nature. He respected in others the qualihe possessedhimself ; sincerity of oouvio-

aud iranknoss of expression. With him
inquiry was not as to what a man believes,
does hie believe it ? The fines of his friendp and his confidence iocircled men in every
' aud to the end of his life on his everlening list of friends were to be found the
es of a pious Catholic prisat and of

:i

honest-minded

and

gonerons and
thinker. . On the morning of Sat-*
y, July 2, the Presidentwas
contentedand happy man, not in an ordidegree, but joyfully, .almost boyishly, hapOn his way to the railroadstation, to
?h he drove slowly, in conscions enjoyment

ry

the beautifulmorning, with an unwonted
of leisure and a keen anticipationof
his talk was all in the grateful and
tulatoryvein. He felt that, after four
mbs of trial, his administration was strong
his grasp of affairs,strong in popular favor,
d destined to grow stronger, that grave diffities confrontinghim at hts inaugurationhad
*& safely passed. That trouble lay behind
m and not before him. That he was soon to
the wife whom he loved, now recovering
an illnesswhich had but lately disquieted
at times almost unnerved, him ; that he

wonnded, bleeding,helpless,doomed to weary
weeks of torture, to silence and the grave.
Orest in life, he wu surpassinglygreat in
death. For no oanse, in the very frenzy of
wantonnesa and wickedness,by the red hand of
murder, he was thrust from the full tide of this
world’s interest,from its hopes, its aspirations,
its victories,
into the visible presenceof death,
and he did not quail, not alone for the one
abort moment tonfcsah. stunned and daaed. he
could give up life, hardiyaware of ns relinquishment, but throu-'b days of deadly languor,
through weeks of agony that was not less
agony because silentlyborne. With clear sight
and calm courage, he looked into his
open grave. What blight and ruin met his
anguished eve# ! Whose lips may tell what
brilliantbroken plans, what baffled high ambitions,what sunderingof strong, warm, manhood
friendships,what bitter rending of sweet
household ties ! Behind him a proud, expectant nation, a great host of sustaining fnends,
a cherished and happy mother, wearing the
fall rich honors of her early toil and tears;
the wife of his yonth, wboes whole life lay
ia his; the little boys not yet emerged from
ciiildnood’sday of frolic; the fair yonng
daughter,the sturdy sons just springinginto
closest companionship,claiming every day and
every day rewarding a father’s love and care,
aud in his heart the eager rejoicing power to
meet all demands ! Before him desolation and
groat darkness, and his soul was not shaken.
His couutrymon were thrilled with an instant,
profound and universalsympathy. Masterful
m his mortal weakness, ho became the center
of
nation’s love, enshrined in the
prayers of a world, but all the love
and all the sympathy could not share
with him his suffering.He trod the wine press
alone. With unfaltering front he faced death.
With unfailing tendernesshe took leave of life.
Above the demomao hiss of the assassin’s bullet he hoard tho voice of God With simple resignation ho bowed to the Divine decree. As
the end drew near his early craving for the sea
returned. The stately mansion of power had
been to him the weary hospital of pain, and he
begged to bo taken from its prison walls, from
its oppressive,stifling air, from its homelessness and its hopelessness.Gently,
silently, the love of a great people bore

a

the pale sufferer to the longed-for healing of the
sea, to live or to die as God should wfilWithin
sight of its heaving billows,within sound
of its manifold voices, with wan, feveredface
tenderly liftedto the cooling breeze, he looked
out wistfullyupon tho ocean’s changing wonders, on its far sails whitening in the morning
light,on its restlesswaves rolling shoreward to
break aud die beneath the noonday sun, on the
red clouds of evening reaching low to the
horizon, on the serene and shining pathway of
the stars. Let us think that his dying eyes
read a mystic meaning whipb only the rapt and
parting soul may know. Let nr belie v a that in
the silenceof the receding world he heard the
great wave breaking on a farther shore, and
lelt already upon his wasted brow the breath
of the eternal morning.

_

A

Detective’s Story.

Our renders were no doubt nearly nil apprized of the robbery of n U. P. train last
summer and the capture of the band by our
heroic,efficient and astute detectiveofficer,
Mr. Steve Mead ; how, after the first robbery had been committed, Mr. Mead joined
the robbing band aud effected the capture
and subsequent imprisonment of that desperate crowd. Mr. Mead yesterday regaled
us with an account of the leader of the baud,
who was captured a short time ago. The
story is as follows
“After having jugged the gang, I was
called East, and hail to forego for the time
the pleasure of handing their leader over to
justice. I knew that he had lied to California, and there I was forced to leave him.
Not long ago, however, while working up
another case in San Francisco, I received a
note one day in my hotel, in which the
writer requested me to call at a certain place
and time and hear of something to my advantage. I never pay attention to anonymous notes, but something impelled me to
do so in Ibis case. I called at the time and
place mentioned, and found both time and
place anything but assuring. The house was
a rookery in the Chinese quarter. I was met
at the door by a man of remarkable height,
stoutly built and wearing long whiskers.
He ushered me inside in a manner at the
same time polite and suspiciouslymysterious. I observed mine host very carefully,
and the furtive glances he shot at me made
me wish I had remained at my hotel. I
never before or since was looked upon by
eyes such as he seemed to pierce through
me with. They actually glitteredin his
head with a mocking, cutting glance tbit
made me uncomfortablynervous. He addressed me by name, treated me kindly and
politely,but would answer no questions.
His manner impressed me as being unusually strange, and I watched his every movement. It was well for me that I did so, for
suddenly, while in the midst of a courteous
speech, he leaped upon me in my chair and
hurled me backward to the floor, aud with
his knees upon my breast and his hands
tightly clutchedabout my throat with an
embrace like an iron vise. It was the most
desperate struggle I ever had, aud I have
had several. Over and over we rolled, now
one on top and then the other. I broke his
hold upon my neck by an almost superhuman effort. It was a long aud tight struggle
for the mastery. My right arm was lamed
at the time from rheumatism and that made
matters worse. However I managed to get
out my ‘billy.’ A blow of that peacemaker
soon quieted him. although I struck him
with my left hand, the right arm, as I remarked, being crippled with rhenmatism.
The nippers were soon on him. In the struggle, the whiskers, which were false, were
pulled from his face, revealing the wellknown mug of the leader of the train robbers.
“Had the struggle lasted much longer
mger
lie a cbince to get my billy
without giving me
u have overcome
over
me, owing to tho
be would
weakness of my
arm; but the
nr rheumatic
rt
rheumatism and a struggle for life never
caught me together again. I got rid of the
robber and the rheumatism together.The
next day, while reading an account of the
struggle in the San Francisco Call, I noticed
an advertisement of St. Jacobs Oil, the Great
:

German Remedy, and I immediatelyaud
sensiblypurchased a bottle of that peerless
medicine. I had tried so many different iiuiments and so-calledremedies before I tried
St. Jacobs Oil, and fonud them all useless,
that I am warranted in calling that medicine
peerless.The way in which St. Jacobs Oil

MICHIGAN NEWS*
Health In Michigan.
Reports to the State Board of Health,
Lansing, by fifty-sevenobserversof

dis-

eases in differentparts of the State, show

the Ninth to the Seventh, Osceola and Mecosta
transferred from the Tenth to the Ninth, and
Kalkaska from the NiKth to the Tenth. As
thus amended the bill passed the Senste. The
populationof the different dm trio Is is :

on the yean stretching peaceout before him. Hie next he lay

The people alone the line of
railway ffom Tramway Landlnf,
La., to the inland towns were surprised aud amused at a recent
occurrence. Bo many ntrauso
things, however, are constantly
proven tl up themselves to the attention of the people now-a-dayt
that genuine nurprises are few
indeed. This was the exception.
We have read of the "painted
ship on a painted ocean," and
witnessed the "poetry of motion,”
,as shown in dancing,but had
never heard of decorative art
in rapid flight on a railway
train until this time. People
observed, with wide-eyed wonder, the locomoUve and tender and
uci
ttuu Hill
mil train of can mov-
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ing Feb.

1882, as follows

25,

:

.......

.....

........

Number and Per

Duttmo in Order of
Area of

Cent of Observers by D'Aom
Greatest Raeh Disease Was
Reported.

I'rtvalence,

Sumber
1, Bronchitis................
2 lUicHiiniiUmn ................
3 Neuralgia.......
4
5 Intermlttautfaver ...........
6 TousliiUs ....................
7 Pueumoni* .............
8’ Influent* ................
9 Keinittentfever ..........
10 Diphtheria. ..............
11 Diarrhea ...................
Hcarlstfever ...............
13 Whooping-cough .............
14 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
15 brysipelas ...................
1C Typho-mal trial fever .........
17 Inflammation of bowels ......
18 Membranous croup ...........
19 Dysentery ...................
20 Measles .................
21 Cholera morbus .............
22 Puerperal fever ..............
23 Mumps .....................
24| Spasmodic croup .............
25 Inflammation of Irnun .......
28 Cercbro-apinalmeulnglt1s....|
27|8m»U-pox ....................
....

U

45
40
39
39
38
33
32
31
19
19

U

12
12
11

10
10
8
7

I

j

. \

Per Cent.
79
70
68
68
67
58

14127V

........ ...

...........................
13n,8U
Tenth ..................
114.914
Eleventh, entire Upper Peniniolt............85,080

The House passed the appropriationhills for
the Ionia House of Correction and the Asylum
for the Blind. Also, the. bill authorizingthe
State Board of Fish Commissioners to puroliano
and transfer real estate, and the bill to replace
township aasesament rolls destroyed in tbs
burnt district. Both homes adjourned to the
The Senate was withonta presiding

33
33
26
21
21
19
18
18
14
12

5
4

9

4

3

7
5

2

4

2

4

2
2

4

officer

on

Ing through the country,
adorned on every
y available
•pot with the megfc
cal words—
"8t. Jacobs OiiT It looked

the 7tb inst, neither Lient Got. Crosby nor
SenatorAmber, President pro

tern.,

being in

attendance. No session was held. The House
had a quorum present, but there were so many
absentees that nothing was done bat call the
roll and adlorea.

the Impudence oftbe
if

ad vert lain

A

I had my letter to write and poet, and
this involved a five-mile drive by moonlight to the rear aeross the moet ghastly
field which can well be imagined, I
had some trouble in finding my carriage.

7

4

I

4

Beside those tabulated above, the following-named diseases were reported
each by one regular
observer : Chola
era infantum, Bright’s disease, catarrhal
fever, chicken pox, rotheln, asthma and

|

vaccinia.

For the week ending Feb. 25, 1882,
the reports indicate that neuralgia,
intermittent fever, bronchitis, consump-

had

It looked
fUnny to sea

the train
and engine

swathed
with

left it at a well-defined position on

the battle-field of the day before, but to
reach it I had to walk for more than a
mile over a plain where the carcasses of

men and horses were not merely thickly
strewn but frozen into all sorts of fantastic attitudes. The thermometer had been
16° below the freezing point on the
previous night, and men only slightly
wounded, who had not been able to
crawl to their comrades,had been frozen
to tjeath. One man was stiff in a sitting
position, with both his arms lifted
straightabove his head, as though his
hist moments had been spent in an invocation, and it gave one a shudder in
the clear moonlight to approach him.
Others were crumpled up in a death
agony, and so frozen. In places, many
together, French and Germans were
mingled, not because they had been at
close quarters,bnt because the same
ground had first been occupied by one
and then by the other, perhaps at an interval of half a day. I think I was more
comfortablewith bullets singing in my
ears than walking amid the distorted

tion and rheumatism considerablyincreased, and that pneumonia considerably decreased in area of prevalence.
Including reports by regular observers and by others, diphtheriawas
reported present during the week ending Feb. 25, and since, at 31 places,
scarlet fever at 19 places, measles at
9 places and small-pox at 8 places — in
all as follows : At Spalding, Menominee county (9 cases), Feb. 21 ; among
the Indians near Spalding (8 cases),
Feb. 21, and 22 deaths to that date, at
Detroit and Grand Rapids (convalesent), Feb. 25 ; at Parkville, St, Joseph
county, Feb. 28 ; in Kimball and Port
Huron townships,St. Clair county, Feb.
shadows of these dead and stiffened
28 ; at Stanton, Montcalm county, Feb.
men; and it was quite a relief to see a
28,
Henry B. Baker,
haystack on fire, and a regiment warmSecretary.
Lxxsiko, March 8. 1H82.
ing themselves at it, and my prudent
coachman within comfortable distance
of the ruddy blaze. Then comes the
Legislative Proceedings.
life. I
The following, introduced by J. e. White, hard part of the correspondent’s
was adopted unanimously by the House on the had still to dine. I had lived since the
27th ult: “Whereas, There has grown up morning’s coffee on a loaf of bread,
which I had been picking at all day ;
in some of the Territories of the Union a sothen to write my letter— a good two
called system of religionsubversiveof the
fundamental principles of our republicanform hours’ task ; then to see that it> was
safely posted, either that night or the
of Government, destructiveto the morals of
the people, and repugnant to the enlightened next morning early, so as to give me
moral sense of the age
therefore, time to get to the field for the third
Revolted, The Senate concurring,That it is
day’s battle. And all this after having
the sense of this legislaturethat this svstem,
which is but a cloak under which the prossest been on a strain of exertion and excitecrimes are committed, the most wholesome ment since daylight ; and then the genlaws openly violated, and polygamy unblush- tleman at ease in London reads it all in
ing!}' practiced, while the perpetrators
go un- his arm-chair after breakfast for a penny,
whipjicd of justice, should bo summarily or at the most, twopence half-penny.—
dealt with, and this reproach to the
Blackwood' 8 Magazine,
civilization of the age, which no other
civil zed nation on the face of tho globe
Carlyle a Mathematician.
would tolerate,be completely wiped out
Aeso/p d That our Senators and RepresentaAmong Carlyle’s Edinburgh connectives in Congress be, aud they are hereby, retions in those Kirkcaldy days, one
quested to use their influenoe toward passing comes to us in a book form. It was in
the most vigorous laws looking toward tho ac1817 that ProfessorLeslie, not yet Sir
complishment of this end. ’ The House finJohn
Leslie, brought out the third ediished the reading of the Tax bill, section by
•ection, to which a number of minor amend- tion of liis “Elements of Geometry and
ments wore made.
Plane Trigonometry,”being an improveTho Senate, at its session on tho 28th ult
ment and enlargement of the two prepassed tho bill appropriating#8,500 for the vious editions of 1809 and 1811. The
Asylum for the Blind. A coucurreutresolution geometrical portion of the volume conpassed tho House relativeto polygamy.A very sists of six books, intended to supersede
spiriteddebate took place in the House on the the traditionalfirst six books of Euclid,
motion to strike out the clause in the Tax bill aud containing many propositions not to
exempting church property. Messrs. Bloom,
be found there. The seventeenthpropG. W. Hopkins and Earle supported the motion to strike out. The motion failed by a osition of the sixth book is the problem;
“To divide a straight line, whether
large majority.
internallyor externally, so that the
The Senate, at its session on the 1st inst.,
rectangle under its segments shall be
passed the bill appropriating1265,000 for reequivalentto a given rectangle.” The
lief of the fire-sufferer?,
$15,000 of which is to
solution,with diagrams, occupies a
rebuild school houses burned in the great fire?.
page, and there is an additional page of
The House finished the Tax bdl in committee of
“srholium,” pointing out in what cirthe whole and referred it back to the Commiscmustancev the problem is impossible,
sion, with instructions amend section 12 so as
to require tax-payers to make a statement unaud calling attention to the value of the
der oath to usessors of personal property for
proposition in the conatmction of
taxation.
quadratic equations. So much for the
me Senate Committee on Apportionment on text of the proposition at pages 176-177,
but when we turn to the “ Notes and
the 2d inst. reported a bill dividingthe State
Illustrations” appended to the volume
into Congressionaldistricts,as follows : First
we find at page 340 this note by Leslie;
District— Wayne county. Second— Washtenaw,
“The solution of thisimportaut'problem
Monroe, Lenawee, Hillsdale.Third— Jackson,
now inserted in the text was suggested
Branch, Calhoun, Eaton, Barry. Fourth— Kalto me by Thomas Carlyle, an ingenioua
amazoo, St, Joseph,Ysn Boren, Cass, Berrien.
Fifth— Allegan, Ottawa, Kent, Ionia. Sixth— young mathematician,formerly my
Oakland, Livingston, Ingham, Shiawassee, pupil. But I here subjoin likewise the
Clinton. Seventh— Huron, Sanilac, Lapeer,
original constructiongiven of Pappus,
St, Clair, Maoomb. Eighth — Saginaw, which, though rather more complex,
Genesee, Gratiot, Montcalm. Ninth—
Tuscola, Bay, Midland, Isabella, Clare, has yet some peculiar advantages.”
Gladwin. loeoo, Ogemaw, Roscommon,Missau- Leslie then procetdsto give the solution
kee, Kalkaska, Crawford, Oscoda, Aloona, Alof Pappus in about two pages, and to add
pena, Montmorency,Okego, Presque Isle, alxmt three pages of farther remarks on
Cheboygan, Emmet Tenth— Muskegon, New
the application of the problem to the
avgo, Mecosta, Osceola,Lake, Oceana, Mason,
construction of quadratics.The mention
Manistee, Wexford, Grand Traverse, Leelanaw,
Antrim, Charlevoix,Manitou. Eleventh— The of Carlyle by Leslie in this volume of
Upper Peninsula. The bill was at once referred
1817 is, I believe, the first mention of
to the committeeof the whole. In the Carlyle by name in print, and it waa no
House the Tax Commissionhaving concurred small compliment to prefer for text purin ail the principalamendmentsto the Tax
poses young Carlyle’s solution of an imbill except the one requiring statements to
portant problem to the pld one that had
be made under ostif to assessors, reportedthe
bill hick to the House, when it was placed on
come down from the famous Greek
the order of third reading, and, under the pregeometrician.Evidently Carlvle’smathevious question, was passed by a vote of 80 to 15.
matical reputation was still kept up
The bill as passed is, in all important points,
about the Edinburgh Universitv, and
substantially as reported first by the commission. Memornl seryioes were held in the after- Leslie was anxions to do his favorite
noon in RepresentativesHall in honor of the pupil a good turn. — Macmillan'*.
late Frank Kendrick, a member oi the Hoose
from Lapeer county, who died during the reThe name of the chameleon is de
cess. Speeches were made by Representatives
rived from two Greek words signifying
Ball Copely, Cartridge, Cntcbeou, Austin and
others. The gallery and floor were crowded *• ground lion,” a name singularly inapwith
propriate, since it is one of those creatures which is especially fitted to live on
The entire day’s session in the Senate, on the
trees and is ill at ease on the surface ol

1882.

;

g

man be the
measuring
standard.

Field of BAttle.

parti

these
-color-

ed

rheu-

matic wrap-

pings; and
at a convenient op-

portunity
our corree-

—

pondent

in*

quired of

the conductor what It
all meant f
whole train looks like a

means that my
traveling menagerie.”said the conductor. “I
laid up my train at Tramway, as usual,and, duD
Ing the houn of 'balmy sleep,'I suppose some
of those advertising wretches backed up their
’kit1 and posted it from front to rear. I don’t
know why they did It; but there stands the
elongated, red and yellow fhets staring you Iq
the face, and Just as promlnentasa rabbit s ears]
“Why.

It

It’s hard

luck stranger,but I guess It’s all right."
Daily Journal.
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The Best Field

EMIGRANTS.
AN IMMENSE AREA OF RAILROAR
AND GOTEKNMBNT LANDS, OF ORJtAV
FERTILITY. WITHIN EASY REACH Of
FERMANENT MARKET, AT BXTKBHB.
LY LOW PRICES, (anew •fared tor tala hi
EASTERN OREGON aad EASTERN WASH.
UVGTON TERRITORY.

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON, COM*
a Price equal to that obtained IN CHICAGO.

hands

Am

Tho tmrly oompUUon of tho Iforihtm
rf/U R. It. it now atturrd, and gumrantooo
to ttUloro cheap and quick tranoportatiom
and flood marked both Katt and Wool Tho
Opening of this now overland lino to tho
Paoiflo, together with tho constructionof tho
nctworko/TOO miles of railroad buthoO.MA
6 N. Co. in the valley t of the great Cohtmhim
and its principal tri butarics, renders oeriaim
• rapid increase in tho value of tho landt
now open to purchase and pro emptdon,
There to every indication of an enormom
movement of populationto tho Columbia
River region in the immediatefuture,

LANDS SHOW
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40 BUSHELS OF
Me Failara

AYBKAGB YIELD
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WHEAT PER ACRE.

of Crepe ever

kaewa.
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CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.

A. L. STOKE*.

,

Oea’l East era Paaa’r Apaat,
it Clark Si.. Ckleaca. HI.

I CONSUMPTION!
1 hm a posture renodv for tbs abort dlasoea; I
ass tboosand*
thousand*of csss* of tbs womTtad1*nd*o'f*1ou
worst fclad sad of
bars boon carsd.H
|

tocstbsrwith *

VALUABLE TBBATUK oa

this dls-

orkT'

Employment for Ladlee.
for Ute, snd wint.rtmbl* ltd y agents I* i*U
ths* ta *wy houtthoid,OusaasRtsmrrIfwbm meet wfe n*d y tiKCOM *Mia»k* boa*
'son* iiluict. Writ* st osc* for Unas saJss*
J cur* odatir* UrrlUry. Addrtss
fo— OiirS—flslir CW,CI»Hs*aS,btfn
tCT Lcsdisarhnkisu r«co*»#od Hum Sappwtws.
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FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.
•!•.
Baat tBtka Wert*. Get tka

Er.

g

IrKjVStJtt sgtfrj&EgffwifKftE?

PENSIONS
ALL SOLDIERS

Are das
wholly or partUUrdfcablad by wound*, in Jurist or dittos*rtesiVsdor aoatraded lath* U.8.*enrlc*In lint of dutg. Psasionsasa
p*ld for loss of fingtr or too, chronicdUrrbo*.dlstaasoi
lungs, heart or eysa. rapture,vtrloooe vein*, total or
psitUl dosfneos.stc. Widows. Orphtn CkilHrea tad
Dependent PsrenU entitled.Thousands of psnskmsre
are entitledto Jntrtoud Hat**. KteUtUd end RtUtUi
Claims taken up and collected . For blanks and Inform*.
Won address B. V.
1* DU lurous, In*.
Rofsrenos.ladisa* polls (Indians)Nation*!Bonk.

WRIGHT,

A

.

have phoaphato de- ton from the Sixth districtand placing ailments, and fully recommend it as an
it in the Eighth, and taking Oeneseo article most desirable to have on hand in
posits large enough to fertilize all from the Eighth and patting it in the
the medicine chert. — Stamford (Ct.)
Europe for an indefinite period.
Sixth. Tuscola was transferred from Herald.
to

A Swearing Engineer,

Population.
.....................................
16M44
......................................
......................................
......................................
rifth ........................................
Sixth... .....................................
RsrenUi..... ................................
........

spectators.

Russia claims

—AUD—

.......

causes of siokness during the week end-

Surprised Locomotive

I™-.

knocks the rheumatism is astounding. I
had not used it more than a day before I
noticed a remarkable change in my arm, and
going to his alma mater to renew after a week I felt as though it would be a
most cherished associations of his young delightto meet with another adventure jnst
aubood, aud to exchange greetingi with those to have a chance to wield it. In less than
lowed every twelve days’ time my rhenmatism had dishose deepening interest had folio
of his* upward progress from the <lay he
appeared, a complete and permanent cure
:ed upon his college course until he had being the result of using St Jacobs Oil, and
ined the loftiest position in the gift of his
I can truly siy that I have never felt the
-yfton. Surely, if happiness can ever
least sign of pain in my arm since. Conld 8d inst, was consumed in debate on the Apporthe earth.
fiwm the honors or tnnmphs of this
I but rid the West of train robbers us fast tionment bill The great fight wss.on the
on that quiet July morning James A.
us St. Jacobs Oil can knock the rheumatism, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Congressional dis'd may well have been a happy man.
From an extensive use of BL Jacobi Oil
travel on the U. P. would be safe." — Ci»No forebodingof evil harm ted him, not the
tricts. The bQl u reported by the Apportion- in the editor's family, we are able to speak
cinnnti TimeA-Slar.
’1“ t premonition of danger clouded his
ment Committee, was amended by taking Clin- confidentlyof its need worth in numerous
, hi* terrible fate was upon him in an inOno moment he stood erect, strong,

A

Leading Laadaa Phy-

M

sician establishes
Oflca fa New Yark
fbrtha Cara of

EPILEPTIC FITS.
Prom An. Journalef Mod Mat.
Dr. Ab. Ifeoerol* (Uts of London),who makoo specialr of KpUspsy.has without doubt treated and cured more
than oaj other living physician.His »aec*ashas
7 bom astonishing ; w* hare besrd Possess florm
i sends, with a
____________________ to any sufferer
who Bay send their express sad pnstofl s midrees. We

____

3s

r-t

Z^r.-TTLX:-.

[orncuL.l

Common

Council.

Holland, Mich., M&rch 8, 1881.
The Common Council met purenantto adjournment and was called to order by Jhe Mayor.
Aldermen pronenl: Ter Vree, Beach, Bntkan.
Kramer, Wlpter, Landanl, Kulto and the Clerk.
Reading of the roinntee dlepented with and the
regular order of business suspended.
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were presented for payment:
Arend Verlee, special police. March 1, 1883... |1 00
—Allowedand warrants ordered Issued on the
Treasurer for the
,
The City Treasurerreported for the month of

amount.

February.- FI led.

EARS-

TTJST H.EOEIVE33

MILLION!
Slufi

Too duo's Stlsin of
Oil
PssUtvel;Bu’.oresft* Hearisg, AoA ii the oaty Abiolate
Can for Diafnoii Enovn.
Thl* Oil is extracted from a peculiar ppccie* of
small WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yellow Sea,
known as CarcharodonRondeletH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as a restorativeof
hearingwere discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about the year 1410. Its cares were so numerous
and many so aeamlngly mlrMnlous, that
the remedy was ofllclaiivproclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
ovir 800 yurt no Bufaiii has ixiitid aanf tit CUmii
peopll. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at$l
per
•

FALL AND WINTER ROODS
Some of those goods

bottle.

TheCItv Physician reported having treated two
Only Imported by HA7L03E ts CO.,
cases In tno month of February.— Filed.
Justice John A, Roost requested the Connell to Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
furnish him with a docket.— Clerk instructed to
Its virtues arc unquestionable and its curative
furnish necessary blank book.
character absolute, as the writer can personally
Places of Registration and Election were desig-

both from experience and observation.
the many readers of the Review in one
part and another of the country, It is probable that
For Regittration,
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
In the First tVard at the rooms of Oolumbla En- may be said: •* Write at once to Havlock & Co., 7
gine Co., No. 2.
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1. and you will
In the Second Ward at the Photograph Gallery receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
of B. P. Higgins.
you to hoar like anybody else, and whoso curative
In the Third Ward at the store of Boot A Kramer. effects wiil be permanent. Yon will never regret
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. H. doing no."~ Editor Mercantile Review. > 21 -«m.
81pp.
nated, for the next Charter Election,to be held on
the first Monday In April, A. D. 1832, to wit:

For Election,
In the First Ward at the Rooms of Columbia Engine Co., No. 2.
In the Second Ward at the Photograph Gallery
of B. P. Riggins.
In the Third Ward at the Common Council

testify,

will be sold at Cost, such as

& Buttoned Shoes

Bents’ Buckled

Among

tTHO It

WINTER

Boys’ and Young Men’s

boots

feMAH

SHITS

CLOTHING

of

shoes, etc., eto.

Ansro

U^ACQUAI-mOWITH
TRY WILL SIC BY

TM( OEOORAPHV OF THIS COUNEXAMININGTHIS MAP THAT THE

Rooms.

NOW

In the Fourth Ward at the residence of Geo. H.
81pp.

Council adjourned to Wednesday7:30 p. m.,
March 15, 1883.
GEO. H. 8IPP, CUv Clerk.

Is Physical PerfectionWorth

&

Ladies’

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

A few thousand feet

of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also
etc., at reasonable

Shingles, Lime

Striving

prices.

be had;

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON

Do jou wish lobe perfect in mind and

Do you

all

E. J. HARRINGTON,
HOLLA.E'E, MICH.

other remedies aside and use Brown’s Iron

Bitters. It

new

new

will surely infuse

vigor into the

life and

whole human

system.

It gives perfection to every part, increases

the muscles and strengthens the nerves.

On Jan. 34 the skeleton of a woman

TO

with a child was discovered at Pompeii In
a

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TbeGreatEmpeaiiReMilt-Dr. I. B. Slmpsoa’s

narrow street about twelve feet above

the leyel of the ancient pavement. It is

known

well

Sped
CSICAliO,ROCK ISLAND&PACIFIC R'Y

small pumice stones,by which the streets

Calls the attentionof travelersto the central position of its line, conneotinirthe Emit and the west

of the houses. Stones wefe succeeded by
ashes, which

became solid owing to

the

action of successive showers of boiling
watery nnd these ashes

now

form the top

which cover the
ruins of Pompeii. Most of the unhappy
beings who remained in the houses after
the eruption first reached the town made
their escape through the windows, but
layer of the materials

the greater port of these fugitives could

have taken but few steps, and must have
been quickly suffocated by the poisonous

fumes. With one arm the woman whose
now been found was clasping
the legs of a child, whose body shows
contractionin the arms and legs and a
general emaciation, which lead us to suppose that the child must have been very
skeleton has

by the shortest route,and carrying passengers,
without change of cars.botween Chicago and Kansas City, Counoil Bluffa, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolisand 8t. Paul. It connects in Union
Depots with all the principal lines of road between
the Atlantic and the Psciflc Oceana. Its equipment is unrivaled and mngnifleent,being compoaed
of Mott Comfortable and BemtifulDay Coaches,
Magnificent Horton BccliningChair Cars, Pullman's Prettiest Palooe Sleeping Cars, and the Beat
Line of Dining Cara in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
Trains betweenChicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famoua

4

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

Now

and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently bean opened between Richmond,
A

points.
All Through Passengers Travel on East Express
Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage checkedthroughand rates of fare always os low as competitor.*that offer lesa advan-

woman was

age. Doubtless the

For detailedinformation,got the Maps and Foldtho

ers of

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

^

CABLE,r.

Vlcv-Prei.k

(Kol M

*

en-

held the boy, and

on the band were two gold rings, the one
set which an emerald on which is engraved a horn of plenty, and the other

with an amethyst bearing a head

SpeciflcMedi
cine is being

used with

_

Send for our Catalogue. The followingbands
use our Instruments:—
Owosso, Lapeer. Otisvllle,
Price, Specific,per package,or six packages Mt. Morris, Chester. Groveland, Capac. Frankford,
St. Louis, Carlton. Memphis, New Haven, Richfor $5. Address all orders to
mond, Grand Trunk Junction, Sprlngwells, TusJ. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
Buffalo.N.Y. cola. Mayville,Big Rapids, Chase. Reed City,
Golden Theatre Co., J. M. Rodl, Leader; Denison,
Soldin Holiandbv D. R.
51-ly.
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washingion,
Flat Rock, etc.,
St-Mw

Meenos.

TRADE

MARK

z

of

Farmers and

graduated in medicine, but
practice for

my

years ago.

I was

Woodsmen

was also troubled with

cure seven times out of ten.

dent

Bfo to tho nerves. Acts like a

My

wife and child

had diphtheria, and “Thomas’ Eclectric
cured them,” and if taken

,

it

is

in time it will

I am conflthe most obstinate

a cure for

cold or cough, and if any one will take a
small teaspoon and half fill it witb the
Oi), and then place the

one

in

nostril

and draw

end

of the spoon

out of the

the Oil

spoon into the head by sniffing as hard
as they cap, until

the Oil

falls

over into

the throat,and practice that twice a week,

how

be,

clean it out and cure their

It will

head

catarrh. For deafness and earache it has
done wonders to

It

my

certain knowledge.

only medicine dubbed patent
medicine that I have ever felt like
recommending, and I am very anxious to
see

charm on tho

digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,
such os tasting tho food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

etc.

Tho only Iron Preparation

blacken tho teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Druggists at $1.00 a bottle.
that will not

BROWN CHEMICAL

may

I don't core

ofl'ensive their

CO.

Baltimore,

M<L

Sw that all Iran Rltt«n art made by Baowa Chemical
and hare crowed red line* ami trad* mark on wrapper

0s.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
31—

w

is the

in every place, for I tell

it

would not be without
with

a pain like

you that

I

my house for
am now suffering

it in

any consideration.I

rheumatism in

and nothing relieves me

my

like

A Large and Fine

1TEW STOCK
—

OF

—

CRANE,

BOOTS & SHOES

seem hard to the rheumatic.
Then harken ye peevish sufferers! Apply

-

Just received

at

--

E.

HEROLL,

it that

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

will experience speedy relief. Such,

at least, is the testimony of (hose

who

is likewise

succesfully resorted to for throat and Inug
diseases, sprains, bruises,etc.

Dr. Towns’ Rheumatic Liniment

A Complete aaaortment of Chlldren’a and Infante*
ahoea for fall and winter, and a full Hue of
Ladice' and Geullemcn'BWear,

-CALL AND SEE
:o

R-

MEENGS,

H

O A

I

i

TO

ITS

G-

Depots.
Try

serving the hair. It restores, with the
and freshness of youth, faded

light, and red hair, to a ricli

or gray,

and you
CelebratedLine
sale at

all

Ihe US.
Canada.

brown, or deep

black, as may be defilred. By its use thin

hair is thickened, and baldness often
though not always cured. It checks falling
of the hair immediately, and causes a new

fo^^VOk

offices

It,

will

otherwise diseased hair, it imparts vitality

and strength, and renders

it

Western Cottage Organ,
WILCOX

of a

CALL AT THE

dls-

>%vivrform
A»* X'%^vcoinfort- Store No. 52
I

n

l«¥

POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
ilnvager,
Pau. AgK
Preft dt Oen'l

st.,

Holland, Michigan.

Fare. Sleeping Curs.^/JT#
rhf»i»rft! Iv irfvrn
w

*rc

T. i
Id Vice

Eighth

a t

^Vv'shout Rates ofNT^/fO

VA^r

WHITE,

<£*

And many other Makers; also first-class Pipe
Organs can be seen lathis vicinity.
Whereas I purchase for cash, I am enabledbo
sell just as cheap, if not cheaper, than the best
houses in tho United States.

luxury, instead

or at No, 13 South Division Street,

Gen.

lil.

Chfcutfo.

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

Chicago, 111.

where the glands are

not decayed; while to brashy, weak, or

DOWLING & PECK.

find traveling a

SSM/

andX

and

Unt

Union

most agreeable dressing, which
effectual, for pre-

BROS.,

rr*

connectionsmade

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

once harmless and

Celebrated CHICKERING

O DECKER
HARDMAN

for

In

Co., also tho

Topeka, Dent-

conceded
equipped
revet,
All

Wm. Knabe &

Route has no superiorfor Albert
Minneapolis and 8t. Paul.
Nationally reputed as
being the Great
Through Car

be the best
Railroad In the World
classes of

of

RAPIDS,

GRAND

$500 REWARD.

•
G.

MICHIGAN.

RANKANS.

Holland, Miph., Oct. 27,1861. [38--0m.

pliable.

WE will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,IndiThe Vigor cleanses the scalp, cures and gestion, Constipationor Costivenesswe cannot
cure with West’s Vegetable Liver Pilli, when the
prevents the formationof dandruff; and, directions are strictly complied with. They tre
by its cooling, stimulating, and soothing pnrely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction. Sngar Coated. Large boxes, containing80
properties,it heals most if not all of the Pills,25 cents. For yale by all Druggists.Beof counterfeits and imitations.The gennlne
humors and diseases peculiar to the scalp, ware
manufactured only hy
C. WK8T 4 CO.,
keeping it cool, clean,
soft, under "The Pill Makers.” 181 A 183 W. Madison 8t..
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail pie
which conditions diseases of the scalp and paid on receipt pf » 3 cent
88-ly

for all

Holland, Mich.

g.

Hollar d, Mich., Sept. 1,1880.

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.

1 Is a positiveand eflectnllremedy for all Nervous Diseases in every stage of life— yonng or old,
male or female. Snch as Itnpotennr. Prostration,
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality,Defective MemThe Vigor is incomparable. Itjs colorory,. Impaired Brain Power, and diseasei from
We continue to net as Solicitors for Patents.Cavcci which an unnai Offal waste ofjlfe springs, all of
less, contains neither oil nor dye, and will Trade Marks. Copyrights,etc., for the United State
which cannot fail to undermine the whole system.
not soil white cambric. It imparts an Canada, Cube, England, France. Germany, etc. lit Every organ Is weakened, every power proatrated,
have had thlifyA ve yean* experience.
and many lormS of disease are generatedwhich,
agreeable and lasting perfume, and as an
Patents obtained through us tire noticed In theferif not checked, pave the w ay to an eanv death. It
Kxnno
America*.
This largo and splendid illusarticle for the toilet it is economical and trated weekly paper.f3.2()oyear,shov/sthe Progress rejuvenates age and relnvlgoratesyouth.
Each package contains sufficientfor two weeks
of Scle"cn. id verv interesting, nut has n ) euor :tmis
unsurpassedin its excellence.
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
circuital > i. /d irest ML. Vi A ('•»..Pure • & '.-!•
sent free, with full partlculara.
hire, pub’s of b. R vritt.: Amkrican. JJ7 1 w.j
Sold by al Drugglata at 50 cents a package,or
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.; New York. lin'd trs'k about patents fn>e. _ twelv • packagesfor |5.00. Will he sent free by

As

a Dressing for Ladies’ Hair

PATENTS

1

Prepared by

:-

chronic pains in man or beast, for sale by

DIRK

lown^^Vj^Atchlson.

stamp.

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oi! to your aching

have used it. The remedy

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Piano in the World

me SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
all'><<so>g^IU-:STline to SL Joseph,

hair are impossible.

All beds

upon

HUIZENGA,

and

Be&i of pown Foal Hard.

you

the

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

Hair Vigor, KANSAS CITY

all cases

remain in

WYNHOFF.
Holland, Sept. 22, 1881. 33-6m.

all

gloss

will

M.

Universally

Ayer’s

is at

Workman

B.

his

is a

and see our New Goods.

Mr. H.

O

It

JJQ FEEQ,

A

also kept constantly on hand.

JOHN

Corry, Pa.

joints and muscles. Rely

L 0 U(B

store as heretofore.

Nebraska.Mlswurl.I^nn^^P^Ty^w son, Dallas, Galveston.
sas, New Mexico, Arizona,MoT*
tana and Texas.

growth in

limb,

Thomas'

Eclectric Oil.

DR. E. F.

Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices. Our motto Is: "Quick Sales and 8ma
Profits.”
Our rtock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES Is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh nnd full.

Call

points In

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain euro for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigcst ion. Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens tho muscle^ and gives new

hoarseness,and Thomas’ EclectricOil
always relieved me.

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns’

Thehiehcst prices is paid for butter and eggs,
and other Country Produce.

And

years a

suffererfrom quinsy; “Thomas’ Ecleclric
I

GENTS’ URNISHING GOODS,

KONING, 8upt.

BITTERS

left a lucrative

many

DRY GOODS,

principal+'une
I

have added a completestock of

Is

We will buy all Ihe Stave nnd Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further informationapply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

present profession,40
for

Wc

F

Experience.

even thought of being a clergyman,

me.”

etc.

ATTENTION

Minister,and before 1

a Baptist

Oil cured

aTl. Write for them and

JAS.

A Baptist Minister's
am

CO.

get full particulars.

Mercury.

I

M. Huizenga & Go,
eighth street.

254 Woodward Ave., Detroit.
CUB. BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.
to

*

AFTER.

DETROIT MUSIC

wonderfu]success.
Pampheltssent free

CHICAGO

IRON

on the female skeleton indicate a person

arm which

BEPORS.

Consumpt’n
Insanity and
an early
grave. The

GenT TkL k Pus. Aft.

the

of gold

ory. Faina in
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

your nearest Ticket Office, or address
R.R.
E. ST. JOHN,

At

mother of the child. Some jewels found
of condition;two bracelets

SUCCESSOR TO

tages.

ill. It was a little boy about 10 years of

circled the

WYNHOFF

1.

MeUlciae.

that the catastropheof 79

A. D. commenced with a thick shower of
of Pompeii were covered up to the rooff

HAND.

-AT-

wish to be healthy and

strong in ail your parts? Then lay

alfco Lath,

i

fori

body?

!

!

US.
BEHOLD.

Practicaland Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Mass.
SOLD BT ALL DllUOUlSTS BYERTWDKBX.

A MONTH!
7 5

$350

n*«l

pi. fr?*.

A0WT3 WAHTIIt
UrtTUfM a Mm- A Cure

Selll.RArUcI** I.

|

AdJAY BRONSON. Dwelt.

Si.

.ii

CO...

Gnaranleed. Buffhlo.N.

In

Holland bv D. R

Mccncs.
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